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What is the use of history? Some have called it, “Bunk,” others, “A lie agreed upon,” and the less charitable scoundrels, have referred to the past as “The dung heap of history.” On the other hand, a famous general offered the truism that “History is written by the winners.” General George Patton said that reading and learning about the mistakes of others was less painful than not reading history and repeating their mistakes. President Franklin D. Roosevelt also believed that history was useful and in 1942 he directed federal agencies to record their wartime histories. The Army Air Forces (AAF) thus established a Historical Division, while the other military services that had existing history programs, revved up their efforts to meet FDR’s order. If you’ve never consulted an Air Force historian, always wanted to, but were too shy to ask, this is your lucky day. On page 44, in “History Makes You Smart – Heritage Makes You Proud,” I have penned a brief account of the Air Force History and Museums Program. Check it out and log on to the various web sites. I believe that you’ll be pleasantly surprised at how interesting and informative our history can be.

The featured articles in this issue begin with Jeff Duford’s, “100 Missions North,” the story of how and why USAF instituted the 100 combat missions tour for aircrews during the War in Southeast Asia. The article is not only rich in tradition, but also provides the background account of the personalities and events that led to the policy decision.

Ken Werrell, a former airman, a prolific author, and an exceptional historian, revisits the little-known, but important, episode when the Air Corps flew the air mail in 1934. Was it a “fiasco,” as contemporary critics have alleged and most historians have accepted, or was there more to it? And what role did “bathing beauties” play in this story?

In our third featured article Ben Lambeth, the brilliant military analyst at the RAND Corporation, reflects on the Balkan Wars of the early 1990s, to consider their effect on the uses of air power since then. No serious student of air power can afford to miss reading this article about what we learned, forgot, and relearned.

In this issue, we have begun to streamline the book review process to bring you the most current reviews. A few dozen previously unpublished reviews are now posted on our web site archive, thereby liberating space and providing an opportunity to focus on the most recent air power history literature. See the reviews at http://www.afhistoricalfoundation.org.

The Air Force Historical Foundation’s President, Major General Dale W. Meyerrose recounts the progress we made in 2009, but looks ahead to meeting the challenges still out there. If you have ideas on how to improve service to members or how to recruit new ones, contact him. See page 58.

The departments section contains some interesting news items that you may have missed or were not reported in the press or over the Internet. Another innovation is our effort to link this journal with the web site in order to animate air power history and thereby optimize the media preferred by both our senior and junior readers.

Sadly, we note the death of General Lew Allen, the former Air Force Chief of Staff. See page 62.
100 MISSIONS NORTH: HISTORY AND TRADITIONS
In November 1965, the United States Air Force instituted a 100 combat mission tour for aircrews flying outside the country over North Vietnam and Laos. Before then, these aircrews rotated in and out of theater on temporary duty. With Operation Rolling Thunder heating up, however, the need to station and replace aircrews in Southeast Asia on a long-term, stable basis became evident. The 100 mission tour policy spawned a rich tradition among Air Force aircrews which included a special patch, elaborate end-of-tour celebrations, and many humorous customs. This tradition provides a meaningful insight into the unique culture of Air Force Airmen who flew over North Vietnam during the war in Southeast Asia.

**History**

Mission-based tours date back to the U.S. Army Air Forces’ experience during World War II. Initially, a tour was determined by time, typically one year in a combat theater. In late 1942, numbered air force commanders were authorized to determine tour lengths. Commanders periodically raised the

Jeff Duford has been a historian/curator at the National Museum of the US Air Force since 1998. In that time, he curated numerous displays, including most recently exhibits about Operations Enduring Freedom and Iraqi Freedom, the 100 Mission tradition, and Escape and Evasion in World War II. Mr. Duford has also worked closely with the Museum’s Restoration Division on several aircraft projects and interviewed for national and international television productions. He is currently working on a major revision of the Museum’s Korean War Gallery scheduled to open in June 2010. Mr. Duford received a B.A. in history from Madonna University in 1995 and an M.A. in history from Eastern Michigan University in 1997.
required number, in some cases up to 100 combat missions, to maintain aircrew numbers and because the odds of survival rose as the Axis war machine declined. For some USAAF aircrews, however, tour length depended on time in theater or the number of combat hours flown.1

Maintaining combat effectiveness was the most important reason to rotate crews on some fixed basis. Exposure to battle over time eventually led to combat fatigue, rendering an Airman ineffective or incapable of performing his duties. Other reasons included spreading hazards equally and getting combat-trained Airmen back to the States to train new ones. USAAF Airmen appreciated having a fixed tour based on missions, and they felt it improved morale considerably. They preferred having something to work for and look forward to, rather than the hopeless alternative where they would fly in combat until they were seriously injured, captured, or killed.2

During the Korean War, the Air Force also utilized a mission-based tour policy. In 1951, the criteria for a tour was established at 100 combat missions for single-engine fighters, forward air controllers, tactical reconnaissance aircraft, and fifty combat missions for twin-engine fighters, bombers, and multi-engine reconnaissance aircraft. In 1952, the benchmark rose to 100 combat missions for fighter and reconnaissance aircrews, 100 missions (or nine months in theater) for forward air controllers, seventy combat missions (or nine months in theater) for all-weather fighters, fifty combat missions for light bombers (B–26s), and six months for medium bombers (B–29s).3

During the early part of the Southeast Asia War, from 1961 to 1965, Air Force aircrews based in South Vietnam stayed for one to two years, while those based in Thailand served on a temporary duty basis, typically 90-120 days. By fall 1965, Operation Rolling Thunder strikes against North Vietnam placed higher demands on personnel rotation. In early November, tour length became one year or 100 missions out-country (meaning Laos or North Vietnam), whichever came first.4,5

This policy permitted aircrews to count previously flown missions over North Vietnam and Laos, and the first Airman completed a 100 mission tour less than two weeks after the policy began. On November 15, 1965, Capt. Donald Beck, an RF–101C pilot in the 15th Tactical Reconnaissance Squadron, completed his 100th out-country mission (Beck’s total included missions over Laos and North Vietnam).6 The first Airman to fly 100 missions over only North Vietnam was Capt. Eldon “Joe” Canady, an RB–66C electronic warfare officer (EWO), who completed his 100th on December 13, 1965.7

Perhaps the most difficult 100-mission tour to complete involved the F–105 Thunderchief aircrews. “Thud” losses represented nearly twenty percent of all USAF combat losses during the war, and most of these occurred during Operation Rolling Thunder. On January 11, 1966, Captains Donald Totten and Benjamin Bowthorpe, 334th Tactical Fighter Squadron, 355th Tactical Fighter Wing, Takhli Royal Thai Air Force Base (RTAFB), became the first F–105 pilots to achieve 100 missions out-country.8

Three months into the 100-mission policy, the Air Force made two changes. First, it addressed the
The pilots were completing tours faster than expected. Consequently, as of February 1, 1966, only missions over North Vietnam counted. This change in policy caused understandable anger among aircrews who continued to fly hazardous non-counters over Laos. The total USAF wartime losses numbered more than fifty F-105s and 130 F-4s, among others, from combat damage over Laos. The second change was a time credit for missions. Aircrews could have their tour length reduced by one month for every twenty counters they flew. For instance, an Airman with 80 counters would have his year tour reduced by four months, and so he could go home after eight months. But, this time credit did not last, and it was eliminated at the end of October 1966.9

Apparently, granting of counters varied slightly among units. In some cases, conflicts arose between leaders of units, who had to maintain aircrew numbers and fulfill command responsibilities, and the aircrews flying the missions, who watched the finish line being pushed back. The experiences of the aircrews in the F-105-equipped 388th Tactical Fighter Wing at Korat RTAFB illustrate how the counter/non-counter policy affected them, their relationship with their commander, and some of the ways in which they coped.

A few weeks after the change in policy, Maj. Robert Krone, 469th TFS Operations Officer, wrote in a letter home, “The morale is sagging a little now with the rulings on counting missions. The last few days have been mostly missions that don’t shorten the tour any.” Particularly frustrating was the ebb and flow of the Rolling Thunder campaign. When missions over North Vietnam stopped because of weather or peace talks, the missions over Laos (none of which counted) surged. Captain Charles “Clint” Murphy, an F-105 pilot, later wrote “we were scheduled for Laos, which is a non-counter. Our target was in an area worse than most other areas except Hanoi. They have lots of guns, plus they are known for not taking prisoners. When you go on one like that and it doesn’t count, it really burns.”10

To offset the loss of counters in Laos, it became common practice to fly quick “weather checks” over southern North Vietnam on the way to or from a combat mission over Laos, thereby making it a counter. The 388th TFW commander, however, stopped this practice by requiring that for a mission to count, ordnance had to be expended over North Vietnam. In December 1966, F-105 pilot Maj. Edward Kohlmeier wrote in his diary, “wing morale hit rock bottom…the new rule is to drop in RT [Rolling Thunder] or no counter. No more weather or peace checks. This is fantastically bad news.” He wrote again a few days later, “The squadron flew 14 missions today and got zero counters. Isn’t that nice? The morale is at a worm’s belly level here tonight.” At the same time, Murphy wrote, “I was madder today than I have been since I arrived here. The rotten system of counters and no-counters got to me.”11

The importance of counters to aircrews cannot be understated. In fact, for many, time was not measured by weeks or months, but rather in missions that counted. In October 1966, Kohlmeier wrote, “It amazes me how over here everything is so associated and tied up with that word ‘counter’. …Unlike days, each one is a question of survival and the pressure is truly fantastic.” The next day he added, “counters are morale raisers.”12

The anger and frustration grew worse. Some aircrews simply flew across the North Vietnamese border and fired their cannons, thereby filling the new wing requirement of expending ordnance over the North to obtain a counter. In January 1967, the issue exploded after a pilot flying over Laos was killed. Murphy wrote:

When we returned, the pilots were literally in a boil. One of their friends had been killed on one of [the wing commander’s] non-counters...The fact is that one of our friends and an American fighting man’s body is lying in a ravine tonight unable to be recovered, and he will not receive credit for having flown the mission because of a silly rule...I have seen morale at a low ebb before, but never to the extent that it has fallen among the pilots here.13

Four days later, the issue was resolved in the pilots’ favor when, as Murphy wrote, “We almost had a rebellion over counters versus non-counters” after the wing commander tried to take away counters from some of the pilots. The wing commander, however, “finally backed down and let them count.”14

The 100-mission policy ended in the summer of 1968, as Operation Rolling Thunder began winding down and Air Force crews flew fewer missions over the North. Personnel leaving the continental United States or after July 1, 1968, would serve one year in theater regardless of where or how many missions they flew. Those who were already in Southeast Asia before July 1 remained under the old policy—they came home after completing 100 counters or one year in theater, whichever came first.15

Traditions

The traditions that became associated with the 100-mission tour in Southeast Asia did not start with the first completions. Although some recognition was given to the early crews for finishing a tour, there were no parades or special memorabilia handed out. Two of the most significant traditions, the 100-mission patch and formal end-of-tour celebration, began among the 388th Tactical Fighter Wing F-105 aircrews flying out of Korat. In late 1965, planning began to formally celebrate upcoming tour completions in the 388th TFW.

In December 1965, Captains William Koenitzer and Gilbert “Bruce” Holmes were assigned to create a special patch to commemorate the completion of 100 “out-country” missions. Koenitzer and Holmes worked together on many design ideas, including a map of North Vietnam, SAMs, AAA, and an F-105 silhouette. Koenitzer made numerous sketches over several days mixing these elements. In the end, they discarded these complicated designs, and created a
simple patch based the standard Air Force shield using the red, white, and blue colors of the American flag.\textsuperscript{16}

On January 15, 1966, the first four 388th TFW F–105 pilots finished their 100-mission tours—Captains Holmes and William May of the 469th TFS, and Captains Richard Ely and William Ramage of the 421st TFS. The elaborate event these pilots enjoyed quickly became a tradition.\textsuperscript{17} A few days later, Koenitzer finished his 100th, and Major Krone wrote about his celebration in a letter home:

When Willy finished up two days ago, we had fire engines to meet him at the end of the runway, smoke

flares, champagne, Col. Sams [388th TFW Wing Commander], the 100-mission patch, and everyone out to meet him. He was really touched and it did a lot of good for everyone. The morale went up...as everyone could see that people are finishing up.\textsuperscript{18}

In the military, there seems to be a patch for nearly everything, and it is easy to overlook any one in particular. The 100-mission patch, however, was unique. Although unofficial, it became a powerful, recognized mark of respect that identified one's place in their culture. Captain (later Brigadier General) Kenneth Bell had these thoughts when he received his ceremonial 100-mission flight suit:
Instinctively, my eyes found the patch we coveted most….The bold embroidered words read: ‘North Vietnam—100 Missions F–105.’ It was beautiful and signaled the finale I had dreamed about…My gaze fixed on the patch, and I felt tears well up in my eyes.

Thud aircrews continued to use the 100-mission patch as Koenitzer and Holmes designed it, but others simply changed “F–105” to their aircraft type, while others created their own unique 100-mission patches. The custom of the 100-mission patch spread to include those who did not fly most (or in some cases any) of their missions over the North. They simply copied the design of the original F–105 patch, but changed “North Vietnam” to “South Vietnam” or “Vietnam.” The 100-mission patch also became the basis for look-alike patches that reflected important cultural aspects of Airmen in Southeast Asia, like humor or family back home.

Another ubiquitous custom of the 100-mission tour was the “go-to-hell” hat, alternately called a “Sierra Hotel” hat or “Boonie” hat. Airmen in Southeast Asia began wearing these bush hats early on, but the 100-mission policy turned them into wearable scoreboards. Aircrews kept a running tally of their missions by scribing hash marks on their go-to-hell hats, and differentiating between counters and non-counters in some fashion. These hats provided a recognizable means to show an Airmen’s experience—the “new guy” had a crisp, vibrantly green hat with only a few hash marks, while the “short-timer” had a beat-up, sun-bleached hat covered with hash marks. In addition to individual hats, many units kept 100-mission tallies on scoreboards, plaques, red carpets, and flying scarves, among others.

Even with the end of the 100-mission tour policy in 1968, many of the traditions continued. The 100 mission parade and party became the “end-of-tour” or Sawadee (for good-bye in Thai) celebration with the same parades and dunkings. Airmen still wore 100-mission patches and continued to mark their missions on their go-to-hell hats until the war ended.

The significance of the 100-mission tradition was evident in the treatment given to Air Force POWs after they came home. Since misfortune cheated them of enjoying their end-of-tour celebration, 152 returnees received Operation Homecoming “champagne flights” in T–38s at Randolph AFB, Texas. These Airmen were hosed down when they exited the cockpit just as if they were completing a 100-mission tour in Southeast Asia. They also received special patches, called “Three’s In.” (In a “missing man” formation, aircraft number three pulls up and out as the “missing man.” “Three’s In” symbolically means number three is back in formation).

The traditions of the 100-mission tour are too
rich and varied to include all of them here. Even so, what has been described illustrates the unique culture of Air Force Airmen who fought under challenging circumstances, who regularly faced death or capture at the hands of a brutal enemy, and who could yet still find humor and laughter in their surroundings. These traditions demonstrate both the depths of their frustration and the heights of their elation. Moreover, though nearly fifty years have passed since Bruce Holmes and Will Koenitzer designed the simple patch that described “100 Missions—North Vietnam,” this bold symbol remains in artifacts and photographs to remind us of the honor and courage of those who earned the right to wear it, and the sacrifice of those lost on the way.
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17. Robert Krone Collection, AR.2007.032, NMUSAF.
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“Fiasco” Revisited: The Air
Corps & the 1934 Air Mail Episode

Kenneth P. Werrell
On February 19, 1934, a brand new Douglas DC–1 named “City of Los Angeles,” took off from that city and headed east for Newark, New Jersey. The flight was a well-planned and well-covered publicity stunt intending to set a transcontinental transport speed record. It would also show off “the latest word” in air travel, with a plane that incorporated almost all of the aviation technologies for propeller driven aircraft. The proposed flight was daring, as a storm was forecast over its terminus, just twenty minutes after the estimated arrival, if the aircraft took off at its announced departure time and if it made record breaking time. To highlight the event, the sleek, twin engine transport carried an unusual crew and passengers—newsmen and two of the three pilots were airline executives, one of whom was Eddie Rickenbacker, the leading American ace of World War I. Rickenbacker later wrote that “It was taking a great chance, but, in the light of what was happening to the entire air transport industry, it was a chance that we should take.”

The flight went well, encountering mostly cross winds until it reached Ohio, where poor weather required the crew to use Columbus rather than Pittsburgh for its third and last refueling. The storms also forced the aircraft to climb above 18,000 feet to get over the weather and as the aircraft was unpressurized, mandated the use of oxygen by passengers and crew. The transport landed in Newark in the early afternoon after a flight (including ground time) of just over thirteen hours, cutting a remarkable six hours off the record set the previous year. Two hours later a fierce storm rolled into Newark.

The flight was important for several reasons. First, the new speed record caught the public's attention and highlighted the dominant position of American commercial aviation. Second, the flight introduced this new aircraft that would evolve into the Douglas DC–3, the most produced and probably the most highly regarded transport of all time, certainly of the propeller era. Third, it provides an introduction to our story, as it was the last commercial transcontinental air mail flight for three months.

Largely forgotten today, the 1934 air mail episode involved U.S. air mail contracts and the subsequent carrying of the mail by the Air Corps, a story that dominated the nation's attention over the first half of 1934. It included the major personalities of the day, including President Franklin Roosevelt, congressmen, aviation heroes Charles Lindbergh and Eddie Rickenbacker, two Postmaster Generals, and the leaders of the Army and the Army's air arm. It is a story of controversy, drama, and death overlaid with allegations of corporate misconduct, heated congressional hearings, questionable government practices, and inadequate Air Corps performance. The affair handed opponents of the year-old New Deal and the new President a golden opportunity for criticism, produced the administration's first setback, shook the commercial aviation industry, and battered the reputation of the Air Corps.

There are two different, but overlapping, elements to this story. The first involves the commercial carriers and the U.S. mail subsidies, allegations of illegalities, and the political skirmishing over cancellation of the air mail contracts. This was a fiery, partisan tussle that pitted the Roosevelt administration and the Democrats against the outnumbered Republicans and the aviation industry, to which some would add the press. The second element of the story, the focus of this article, was the participation of the Army Air Corps in carrying the mail. The two overlapped because the Air Corps' difficulties contrasted poorly with the airlines' record and gave ammunition to the critics of the contract cancellation and of the Administration. Although it was probably the most important event in Air Corps history between the World Wars, this episode has been neglected in the seventy-five years since.

Most accounts of the affair are descriptive, vary little in detail, but also fail to analyze the subject. And while no new material on this incident has emerged over the past few decades, it is long past time to revisit the episode with a critical eye.

The Context: American Air Mail

Air mail service in the U.S. was fostered by two major factors. The first was simple geography; the country's great expanse demanded rapid long distance communications. The fastest trains required four days for a transcontinental trip. Better mail service would not only bind the country closer together, but also benefit business. A second factor was psychological. The American public was fascinated by speed, modernity, the future, and cutting edge technology; all of which were wrapped up in aviation, the glamour industry of the day. The fliers, the records, and the promise of the future electrified the country as seen in the response to Lindbergh's epic trans-Atlantic flight in 1927. National pride was also involved for not only was Lindbergh an American, but so were the Wright brothers, who, in the eyes of Americans, invented aviation. The air mail was a part of the advance of aviation.

Army airmen were connected with air mail from the beginning. The Army began air mail service in May 1918, with a New York to Washington--
run, but deeply engaged in the European War, quickly handed off the duty to the Post Office Department. Nevertheless, Army influence continued in the years after the war as almost all of the air mail pilots had been trained by the military and flew converted Army bombers. In the mid-1920s, the Post Office contracted out the mail service to private operators. These commercial operators also carried passengers but depended on federal air mail subsidies for their survival. The government further encouraged the air mail service and aviation by providing lighted beacons, emergency airfields, and regular weather reports. By 1928, the air mail routes covered 14,000 miles.

Contractors' abuses and the desire to stimulate passenger service led to a modification of the system. In 1930, Congress changed the basis for fees and gave the Postmaster General broad powers; some said “dictatorial” powers. Armed with this increased authority, Postmaster General Walter Brown met with the major airline executives and redistributed the mail contracts in meetings that would ignite the episode. Brown's efforts were a major factor in the expansion of air mail routes, the consolidation of airlines, and the growth of commercial aviation in the U. S. By the end of the year, transcontinental air mail routes had grown from one to three, and despite the Great Depression, air mail miles increased from 15,000 in 1930 to 27,000 in 1932, while passengers carried rose from 385,000 to 476,000 in these same years. These remarkable achievements made American air transport and the air mail system the envy of the world. In 1934, the editor of the main British aviation periodical wrote that “No other country can show as high a standard of speed, regularity and safety” as the American air mail system.

Contracts Cancelled

There was, however, another side to this glowing picture. In February 1933, in the wake of the Great Depression and the transition of power from the Republicans to the Democrats, the Senate authorized a probe of both air and ocean mail contracts that led the chairman of the investigating committee, Senator Hugo Black (D-Ala) to warn FBI chief J. Edgar Hoover of “a conspiracy to defraud” the government. Early in 1934, the committee began public sessions that revealed apparent corruption, and certainly questionable practices. These revelations were splashed in newspaper headlines across the country and led to charges that the previous administration’s Postmaster General, Walter Brown, and the major airlines had colluded to divide up the heavily subsidized air mail routes to freeze out the smaller companies by awarding contracts without competitive bidding. Four companies had received 90 percent of the air mail subsidies. There were allegations of favoritism, political payoffs, and influence peddling. Further, Brown's secretary ordered official documents burned, strongly suggesting a cover up of illegal activity. There were also charges that a favored few made fantastic profits in aviation stocks, with an outlay of a few hundred dollars rising in value to millions of dollars in a short period. To add flavor to these revelations, a number of prominent names were linked to these questionable practices, including Postmaster General Brown, Charles Lindbergh, the sons of former President Herbert Hoover, and some congressmen.

Thus, the aviation industry and specifically the air mail subsidies were vulnerable to the new President's activist's efforts. Franklin Roosevelt, riding a wave of popularity with his aggressively expansive program to combat the Depression, institute reform, and looking to the fall congressional elections, thought that the Black Committee had pinpointed an appropriate target. After discussions with the Attorney General and the President, Jim Farley, the Postmaster General and head of the Democratic Party, decided to cancel the air mail contracts. The Air Corps would fly the air mail temporarily until new contacts were awarded. However, there was some press speculation that FDR intended to return the air mail service to the Post Office Department or to the Air Corps and even that the government was considering taking over passenger service. What is clear and most important, is Roosevelt's direct influence on two key points. First, although Farley wanted the airlines to continue to carry the mail until new contracts could be concluded, he said, “the President favored giving the service [Air Corps] an opportunity to distinguish itself.” Secondly, FDR insisted on the immediate revocation of the contracts, whereas the Post Office Department had recommended a June 1st date.

On February 9, 1934, Harlee Branch, Second
Assistant Postmaster General, called the Chief of the Air Corps, Maj. Gen. Benjamin Foulois, to a meeting at which Branch asked if the Army could carry the mail. Without contacting anyone outside the Air Corps or even consulting with his deputy, and with minimal preparation and consideration, Foulois answered yes in what his biographer writes was a “rather hasty reply.” Three decades later, Foulois insisted he would again give an affirmative answer, although with major changes: “better planes, engines, instruments and airways’ aids, and a little more time to get ready.”

Major changes indeed. On that last point, when Branch asked Foulois how much time the Air Corps required to begin operations, the airman answered in his words, “casually,” a week to ten days. Thirty years later Foulois clarified that he “certainly didn’t mean … from that moment on.” Noteworthy is the fact that neither the Post Office nor the Air Corps used the military chain of command. This is significant as the involvement of the Army General Staff, given its conservatism and inexperience in flying at night, and in flying in fogs and bad weather, in blind flying, and in flying under all other conditions…[and] shall experience no difficulty in maintaining the regular schedules.” At best this statement was overly enthusiastic and optimistic, misleading, if not grossly incorrect as it badly distorted the airmen’s capabilities, which helps explain why the forecast was so tragically inaccurate. In contrast, twenty-five years later Foulois claimed that he had told Post Office officials about the Air Corps’ limitations and that the airmen were not equipped for the task.

Foulois was confident that the Air Corps could do the job. Less than a week after the decision, the Air Corps chief testified to a House committee that while the Army airmen had no familiarity with the air mail routes, they did have “a great deal of experience in flying at night, and in flying in fog and bad weather, in blind flying, and in flying under all other conditions….[and] shall experience no difficulty in maintaining the regular schedules.”

On February 10, 1934, a front page story in the Washington Post began, “Charging fraud and collusion, President Roosevelt yesterday directed the cancellation of all air mail contracts with domestic companies—thus reshaping if not collapsing the Nation’s network of private transport concerns.” It went on to state that “Faced with disclosures of the Black investigating committee, the President cut a Gordian knot in characteristic fashion, at one bold stroke lopping off all subsidy to air mail transport and projecting the Government into its place.”

The Army would begin flying the mail on February 19. The airlines were stunned and reacted with a roar of protest that resounded across the country. However, the extensive press coverage of the Black Committee hearings indicated the growing crisis over the air mail contracts. Foulois wrote in his autobiography that he had been following the air mail story in the papers, but “assumed, naively, that when the mail couldn’t go by air it would go by rail…” Foulois’ affirmative response may have been prompted by the military’s “can-do” attitude, a belief in the obligation to follow orders, as a way to justify larger budgets, organizational pride, or to demonstrate the airmen’s capabilities. Certainly, it would have been difficult for a military officer to tell the President that the Air Corps could not do the job. In his autobiography, Gen. Henry “Hap” Arnold wrote, “I think it is doubtful if any other air leader in his place would have answered differently.”

Although a different answer might have been difficult, it was not impossible. Foulois’ deputy, Brig. Gen. Oscar Westover, testified that he probably would not have recommended that the Air Corps carry the mail. And three other officers involved in the affair, all of whom rose to flag rank, later commented that Foulois should have told Roosevelt that the Air Corps was not equipped for the task.

Gen. Douglas MacArthur, Chief of Staff of the Army, publicly supported his subordinate and told the press, “We will start flying air mail…and there will be no delay, no difficulty and no interruption.” However, it should be noted that the Army head was not involved in the decision, he first heard of it from a reporter, and despite his words to the press, seemed to be only tepid in support of the decision.

Foulois was confident that the Air Corps could do the job. Less than a week after the decision, the Air Corps chief testified to a House committee that while the Army airmen had no familiarity with the air mail routes, they did have “a great deal of experience in flying at night, and in flying in fog and bad weather, in blind flying, and in flying under all other conditions…[and] shall experience no difficulty in maintaining the regular schedules.” At best this statement was overly enthusiastic and optimistic, misleading, if not grossly incorrect as it badly distorted the airmen’s capabilities, which helps explain why the forecast was so tragically inaccurate. In contrast, twenty-five years later Foulois claimed that he had told Post Office officials about the Air Corps’ limitations and that the airmen were not equipped for the task.

On February 10, 1934, a front page story in the Washington Post began, “Charging fraud and collusion, President Roosevelt yesterday directed the cancellation of all air mail contracts with domestic companies—thus reshaping if not collapsing the Nation’s network of private transport concerns.” It went on to state that “Faced with disclosures of the Black investigating committee, the President cut a Gordian knot in characteristic fashion, at one bold stroke lopping off all subsidy to air mail transport and projecting the Government into its place.” The Army would begin flying the mail on February 19. The airlines were stunned and reacted with a roar of protest that resounded across the country.
With about half their earnings generated by the air mail subsidies they faced ruin. The companies cut back schedules, laid off employees, watched their stocks plummet, and cried foul. Although the few Republican congressmen echoed these protests, Charles Lindbergh emerged as the industry’s most effective spokesman and foe of the cancellation. His epic flight had catapulted him to fame, fortune, and a position as America’s leading aviator and aviation expert and his creditability on this matter was enhanced by his prior experience as an air mail pilot. In addition, he was second only to Roosevelt in popularity across the land, all of which gave him a unique position with the public and therefore with American politicians. It must be noted that Lindbergh was on the payroll of the aviation industry and had substantial aviation stock holdings as well. However, Lindbergh’s balanced and measured public statements give no indication that his industry ties unduly influenced his expert opinion.

Two days after the cancellation order, “Lindy” sent a telegram to the President strongly decrying the great damage this action inflicted on the airline industry. He claimed that the order did not discriminate between the guilty and innocent and that its procedures denied the companies a chance to present their case. Lindbergh’s protest received front page coverage in major American city newspapers across the country. An attempt by the Republicans to have the telegram included in the Congressional Record disrupted the House of Representatives with two members almost coming to blows. The House was abruptly adjourned. The story was prolonged when the President’s secretary publicly criticized Lindbergh for being discourteous and a publicity seeker by releasing the telegram to the press before the President could read it. With the major exception of Billy Mitchell, the flamboyant and outspoken Army aviation advocate, almost all of the civilian aviation community joined the chorus of criticism.

Mitchell was a fervent supporter of Roosevelt. The dashing airman had taken on the aviation industry in 1933, charging them with profiteering and hindering aviation development, which resulted in a libel suit against him in 1934. Mitchell was a delegate to the 1932 Democratic convention, campaigned for Roosevelt’s election, and met the President on a number of occasions. Some pushed his bid for a high aviation post in the government. However, Roosevelt did not agree with Mitchell on the controversial, volatile, and high profile issue of a separate air force and was warned that the airman was a “loose cannon.” So despite his efforts, ambitions, and qualifications, Mitchell never got a position in the New Deal administration or on any of the committees investigating American aviation.

Along with the criticism of the cancellations came dire warnings. Only days after the cancellation announcement, the New York Times reported in a front page story that Lindbergh, a former air mail pilot, agreed with current commercial mail pilots that “the lives of men inexperienced in mail operations, and flying planes not equipped with radio or the blind flying instruments necessary for the service, may be risked.” That same day a short, sharp, more direct, and prescient column written by Will Rogers, the aviation enthusiast, film star, humorist, and newspaper columnist also appeared on the front page, asserting that “You are going to lose some fine boys in these Army fliers who are marvelously trained in their line but not in night cross-country flying, in rain and snow.” Another aviation luminary, Eddie Rickenbacker, expressed similar concerns focusing on the Air Corps pilots’ limited training and their aircraft’s lack of bad weather instruments. He opined that “Either they are going to pile up ships all the way across the continent or they are not going to fly the mail on schedule.”

Perhaps more striking than the foreboding of these aviation celebrities was the view of an Air Corps reserve major who wrote his congressman that “Today the army starts to fly the airmail. I, as an army flier expect to be embarrassed at the poor demonstration that they are sure to make.”

To understand the apprehension, the reader must appreciate that flying in the mid-1930s was considerably different that what we experience and expect today. This was much more than just the matter of aircraft performance. There was no ground control, radar, inertial navigation devices, or
operational non-visual landing systems. Most flying was conducted in daylight and fair weather conditions. Instrument flying was in its infancy with only a few non-visual instruments in service. Low visibility takeoffs and landings had been demonstrated, but their standardized use was years away. At the same time radio navigation and communication equipment were just appearing, but were both limited in range and reliability. Thus, flying at night and in non-visual conditions was not the norm and was more difficult and more dangerous than daytime, visual flying. Only the major commercial airlines had the necessary equipment and personnel trained in its use. Also, aircraft and weather prediction in the 1930s were much less reliable than today.

The Air Corps in Action

Meanwhile, the Air Corps prepared to meet its greatest challenge of the interwar years. The Air Corps assigned Brigadier General Westover, Assistant to the Chief of the Air Corps, to command the air mail operation, with the country divided into three zones.34 The planners cut air mail service by 40 percent from the existing route mileage, but included the more important routes, ensuring the connection of the twelve Federal Reserve banks.35

In the short time it had to prepare for this task, the Air Corps shifted resources to civilian airfields near the cities it would service, installed non-visual flying instruments in aircraft as needed and had its pilots fly over the routes in daylight. Most of the airmen saw the operation as a great opportunity, were excited and confident, although some were cautious.36 Flying the mails offered the service increased flying time, a break from the peacetime routine, and an opportunity to show the country its value. As the Eastern Zone commander declared, “We’ll carry the mail, don’t worry about that—unless an elephant drops on us. If it does, we’ll cut it up and ship it out as mail.”37 That very day, the elephant landed.

On the morning of February 16, three days before the operation would begin, the Air Corps suffered two fatal accidents connected with the upcoming air mail operation.38 That morning two young lieutenants flying a training mission between Salt Lake City and Cheyenne encountered snow flurries and stiff winds and inadvertently flew into a canyon, crashed, and died. The Air Corps attributed the accident to an inexperienced pilot who exercised poor judgment.39 Late that day, another young and inexperienced pilot took off from Salt Lake City on a night training mission to Seattle, encountered dense fog with zero ceilings, and was killed attempting to land at an emergency airfield in Jerome, Idaho.40

These accidents intensified criticism of the operation. Following these crashes Eddie Rickenbacker uttered the phrase that would resound throughout the affair when he told reporters that “Legalized murder’ has just begun and I fear the worst.”41 The critics picked up this phrase and used it to batter the administration in the halls of Congress and in the newspapers.

Despite these apprehensions, accidents, and fierce weather the Air Corps began mail service on February 19. More mishaps followed. Three air mail aircraft crashed on February 22, two resulting in fatalities. A solo pilot took off early in the morning from Chicago, ran into snow storms, and got lost when his navigational radio failed. He was fifty miles south of course when, after throwing a number of mail sacks overboard, he bailed out, but his chute did not clear the empennage and he was killed. To add to the growing clamor, the pilot’s mother was quoted by major newspapers across the country deploring her son’s death, lamenting that as:

Good as these Selfridge Field fliers [are, they] shouldn’t have had to fly at night through winter storms over unfamiliar courses that it took months for commercial pilots to learn. I can’t help thinking that if this government house-cleaning campaign hadn’t occurred, this dreadful thing wouldn’t have happened to my son.42

Unfortunately, this was not the last accident associated with the air mail operation. Later that
day, a pilot en route to air mail duty attempted a forced landing when his engine cut out, and was killed when his fighter turned over in the soft ground. The next day, three air mail planes crashed. One of these was an amphibian that took off in the afternoon from Floyd Bennett Field, New York on an administrative flight. Ten minutes later, both engines quit, and the pilot ditched in the ocean a mile from Rockaway Beach, New York. During a prolonged rescue attempt, one of three airmen was washed to his death. Twenty minutes later a Navy destroyer rescued the other two men.43

In one week, the Air Corps had suffered six fatalities, all associated with the air mail detail. This was shocking after the previous year in which the fatal accident rate was less than one man a week.44 The Army's Air Mail Service was not going well!

Despite these problems and setbacks, the airmen kept up their efforts. Foulois asserted in an address at the end of the month that air mail flying was not as dangerous as peacetime military flying, and characterized the critics as partisan and uninformed. He rejected allegations that poor training and equipment were involved, admitting only that there was a lack of numbers. In a radio address, General Foulois stated that his airmen were not weaklings, not looking for sympathy, and not “a bunch of rosy-checked young babies.” He declared that “on the contrary, they constitute a corps of highly intelligent, rugged, determined, loyal and fearless young officers.” He further stated that safety was the Army’s primary concern, but acknowledged that “frequent accidents will still occur.”45

Before the end of February, even members of the Air Corps were criticizing the operation, most surprisingly, in public. General Westover was blunt: “When you consider how the job was dumped in our laps, how little warning we had, how little time for preparation, the men have done exceptionally well, particularly with our present equipment. We have had to take what we have had and adapt it to our needs.” He noted the lack of weather information and the inexperience with the routes as well.46 Another key officer, Western Zone commander Lt. Col. “Hap” Arnold, spoke of the “immense handicaps” the Army airmen faced. One of the route commanders also pointed to the short preparation time and the inadequacies of aircraft and training, and called the duty an “impossible task” as the Air Corps had trained for a different kind of flying in better weather.47

The sharp cry against the cancellation of the air mail contracts, reinforced by the Air Corps’ difficulties, grew louder. The dispute over the contracts paled in comparison with the Air Corps’ performance as the legal arguments did not have the dramatic impact of the airmen’s problems and casualties. Events confirmed the dire predictions of the critics about the inadequacies of the Army in this type of flying and were amplified by the events, broadcast by the newspapers, and trumpeted by the opponents of the New Deal. Judging from congressional mail, the public was about equally divided on the wisdom of the contract cancellation, but was shocked and upset by the Air Corps’ performance. To add fuel to the criticism, two of the leading aviation figures of the day emerged as forceful and effective critics. Although both Charles Lindbergh and Eddie Rickenbacker were closely connected to the airline industry and on their payrolls, their stature and technical credibility generated headlines that were difficult to counter.

The Air Corps’ safety record became the major issue. By the end of February, there were twenty major accidents and six fatalities connected with air mail activities. In the first ten days of March, eleven
In mid-March, the Secretary of War formed a committee to investigate the Air Corps' performance (it became known as the Baker Committee, named for its chairman, Woodrow Wilson's Secretary of War, Newton Baker) and announced the appointment of Lindbergh as a member. Much to the embarrassment of the Administration, the aviator twice refused to serve on the board based on his vigorous objections to the annulment of the contracts, a position he repeated in forceful, direct terms to newsmen and congressmen alike. A few days later Rickenbacker regained national attention when in Senate testimony he called upon Roosevelt to fire his “traitorous” advisors who had misadvised him on the air mail. The Democratic Chairman of the Committee would not allow the flier to continue his remarks, upon which the aviator stormed out of the hearing to the applause of hundreds in the audience and a few of the Senators. At seemingly every opportunity Republican congressmen charged the Administration with bungling, politics, and “legalized murder.” The rhetoric was tough, with one congressman declaring that “The summary, autocratic and dictatorial manner of canceling the air mail contracts without a hearing is worthy of Fascism, Hitlerism or Sovietism at their best.” Democratic congressmen defended the President, the Administration, and the air mail decision as best as they could. They parried some of the Republican efforts to embarrass the Administration but attempted in vain to shift the emphasis from the Air Corps’ problems and the appropriateness of the contract cancellation to the corruption and collusion of the contracts.

The mail episode dominated the news during the first half of 1934, with the major national newspapers running a story on the subject half of the days in February and March and on the front page 30 percent of those days. The coverage centered on the scandals uncovered by the Black Committee hearings, accentuated by the Air Corps’ difficulties and accidents. A New York Times editorial pointed out a day before the Air Corps began flying the mail that the storm of criticism was a new experience for the New Deal Administration that had been riding on a wave of public approval. A week later, the New York paper editorialized that for the first time the Administration was on the defensive. It wrote that the public seemed to side largely with the companies, to be critical of the President, and to increasingly believe that the Administration might “be a trifle precipitate in grave matters.” At the same time the Washington Post reported that despite the “Overwhelming evidence that the army is not prepared to carry the air mail without a needless sacrifice of life,” the Administration clings to its “hastily adopted and ill-considered policy regardless of the consequences.”

The airmen, and certainly Roosevelt supporters, considered the newspaper’s coverage hostile and negative. Arnold was critical of the press, complaining to his wife in mid-March of the “sensation-hunting, super-critical newspapers.” His views were even sharper a month later when he told the
Arnold pushed to counter bad press and garner favorable publicity for the air mail operation, including the use of girls, some in swim suits, and even a dog.

Baker Committee that “the newspapers from the start were antagonistic, apparently, they seem to think it was their duty to vilify us as callous murderers and everything else...” He wanted good publicity and told his public relations officer, “I don’t care what you do. You cover a bathing beauty with air mail stamps, and send her to the Governor of California...I don’t care what you do, but we’ve got to overcome all of this unfavorable and unfair publicity.”

An irony of the situation was that the President’s son, Elliott, was an aviation editor who later admitted that “I wrote some very scathing prose... and some pretty terrible articles [criticizing]... what my father was doing.”

In fact, the considerable attention to the air mail affair was consistent with the press and public interest in aviation as well as in unusual and bloody stories such as airline and auto accidents, murder and suicide, as well as strikes, kidnapping, riots, and lynching. (The major competing story over this half year concerned the activities of John Dillinger, public enemy number one.) However, it should be noted that the newspapers also defended the airmen and sympathetically reported their problems. The papers revealed a hastily run operation that proved costly in dollars and blood that was certainly less competent than the commercial air mail operation it replaced. Honest reporting could not alter these details.

Meanwhile, the Air Corps persevered, the weather improved, and the accidents declined, but did not stop. Through May 13, the date of the last accident in the air mail operation, the Air Corps had twenty-nine more major accidents and three more deaths. On March 17, a second lieutenant flying a training flight at Cheyenne was killed after he spun in from 1,500 feet. The accident report attributed the crash to the pilot inhaling carbon monoxide, a conclusion refuted by the Zone Commander who, instead, blamed the load distribution of this type aircraft at high altitude. This fatality contrasted with the others in that the pilot was a laid-off United Airlines copilot who had been recalled to active duty only four days earlier and presumably had more flying time than the average Air Corps air mail pilot. Two weeks later, a mail plane flying 140 miles west from Chicago encountered a low ceiling. The pilot reversed direction and then dove into the ground and was killed. Although the Air Corps had some concern about the pilot’s mental state, it drew no definite conclusions as to the cause of the accident. The last air mail fatality occurred on April 5, when a pilot who had taken off from Middletown, Pennsylvania, encountered poor weather and attempted to land at Duncansville, Pennsylvania. He did not see a ridge in time and was attempting to bail out when the fatal impact occurred.

The Air Corps’ safety record carrying the mail was abysmal. The air mail operation accounted for 12 percent of the Air Corps’ flying hours in 1934, yet it registered 31 percent of the fatal accidents. The major accident rate for carrying the mail was two and a half times the Air Corps’ total major accident rate for 1934, and almost four times the fatal accident rate. A comparison of the Air Corps with the airlines is extremely difficult because of differences in measurement, although it indicates the Air Corps was more prone to fatal accidents. The Army airmen also suffered more fatalities than the commercial mail carriers in the previous year, although the Air Corps flew fewer miles. One conclusion is clear, however, 1934 was a bad year for aviation
safety, as the accident rates for both the Air Corps and airlines in 1934 increased over that of 1933, and both fell in 1935.  

The weather improved, as did Air Corps performance. One major advance resulted from the Army's acquisition of the Martin B–10, the most advanced bomber flying. It incorporated almost all of the aviation innovations of the early 1930s, and was the first 200-mph bomber in the world. Early on May 8, 1934, a B–10 took off from Oakland, California, carrying mail bound for Newark. But the goal was more than just delivering the mail over transcontinental distances on this the last military mail run from the west coast—the airmen wanted to set a new speed record to mark the completion of their three months service, and thus end their duty on a high note by demonstrating their competence that had been called into question. The great distance (2,700 miles) required five stops during which the mail was transferred sequentially to other aircraft, flown by other pilots. Four of the six legs were flown in B–10s. Fourteen hours after take off, a Martin bomber touched down at Newark. While the overall time was an hour longer than that of Rickenbacker’s February flight, the route was some 247 miles longer, and flown at a higher average speed. This was the last memorable flight in this well publicized, highly criticized, and flawed operation. That same day, commercial air mail flights resumed and the Air Corps flew its last mail run on June 1.

The government rebid the air mail contracts in the spring. Although there had been talk of not allowing companies involved in the 1930 arrangements, or those companies suing the government over the matter from bidding on the new contracts, the restrictions were far narrower. To bid on the contracts, the former carriers were forced to reorganize, which entailed a separation of manufacturing operations from the airlines and some cosmetic company name changes. In addition, thirty-one individuals involved in the infamous 1930 meetings were barred from participation. The air mail subsidy rates were reduced, the mail went through, and U.S. commercial aviation improved and prospered. The air mail episode was wrapped up in 1942, when the Court of Claims found that the Postmaster General was justified in revoking the contracts because there had been collusion, but denied the government any financial restitution. It also held that the companies could recover payments for their services prior to the February cancellation. Tellingly, despite all of the public allegations, no criminal charges were filed.

**Episode Concluded: What Went Wrong?**

Clearly the Air Corps struggled to deliver the air mail during this operation. While it is probably true that New Deal critics, aviation partisans, and newspapers exploited the fliers’ problems for their own purposes and may have exaggerated by using such terms as “disaster,” “fiasco,” and “blunder,” it was largely from a public relations point-of-view. Certainly, Air Corps performance compared poorly with that of commercial carriers. The Air Corps carried less mail than the airlines, with an inferior safety and completion record. (However, unlike the commercial fliers, the Air Corps proudly claimed that it did not lose or destroy any of the air mail entrusted to its care.) Although the Air Corps’ job was done, it was at a high cost to its reputation and personnel. The question that arose was: If the airmen had so much trouble in peacetime, carrying the mail, how would they perform under wartime conditions?

Another question: What had caused this result? Some attributed the airmen’s difficulties to the weather, the worst seen in decades. Although this was certainly a factor, more significant was fact that the Air Corps was ill-prepared for the job. One shortcoming was aircraft. Because it had few cargo aircraft, and these were used to ferry men and equipment to its dispersed stations, the Air Corps was forced to use a variety of aircraft and convert them from their combat configuration for air mail duty. This conversion entailed removing guns and seats from aircraft to make room for mail bags and give the aircraft better flying performance, by equipping them with bad weather flying and navigation instruments, and radios. The quality of the Air Corps’ aircraft is illustrated by the fact that while the airlines were mainly flying aircraft with closed cockpits, initially only a third of the Army aircraft had that configuration. The Air Corps soon found that few of its aircraft were suitable for the job because of their low speeds, limited cargo space, and lack of stability for instrument flying. In brief, the Army aircraft were not designed to carry mail and, with the exception of the Martin B–10, proved at best marginal, if not unsatisfactory, for the job. The Air Corps considered its attack and pursuit aircraft difficult for the task, and recognized that its bomber and transport aircraft were not equipped for night operations. Specifically the A–12, one of
the airmen’s newer aircraft, lacked landing lights and was unsuited for the high altitude operations as required at some of the western airfields. The P–12 also lacked landing lights and was considered a bad aircraft for instrument flying. The P–26 was labeled unsuited for air mail operations. The observation aircraft were better; especially the O–38 with its enclosed cockpit, but it lacked the necessary speed and payload.74

Aircraft equipment also proved inadequate. In 1934, the Air Corps was a clear weather, daylight air force. It did not anticipate fighting in bad weather, and although it had developed equipment and techniques for bad weather and night flying and played a part in pioneering these technologies. The Army Air Corps had been slow, certainly slower than the airlines, putting this new equipment into the field. The onset of the air mail operation found commercial mail aircraft equipped with modern flying and navigational instruments, while some Army pursuit aircraft lacked even basic instruments. Only a few Air Corps aircraft had instruments considered essential for night and bad weather flying. The neglect of instrument flying capability resulted from a number of factors. Tight funding was a problem, but the airmen bore responsibility as well. Some of the older, more experienced, and senior airmen distrusted instruments and regarded those who advocated them as weak pilots. Believing a future air war would not require bad weather flying, military airmen disregarded instrument flying and proved (as the stereotype would have it) much more conservative than the commercial fliers who saw an economic advantage.75

The Air Corps did have a number of these bad-weather instruments, but they were in storage, reserved for new aircraft.76 This policy denied the airmen their use for training and familiarization, and of course operational use. In the wake of the air mail duty the Air Corps installed these advanced instruments as quickly as possible into aircraft carrying the mail, but in their haste, and due to the restricted space on aircraft instrument panels, located them with little regard for the pilot, making their use difficult if not dangerous.77 Among the lessons learned from the air mail experience was the need to standardize the instrument location in all its aircraft, install the instruments on shock proof panels, and provide adequate instrument lighting.78 The lack of this equipment led the Air Corps to neglect training in its use. Although Air Corps pilots were trained with the basic instruments, few were trained with the more advanced instruments that made bad weather flying practical. Beginning in 1930 the Air Corps allocated 10 flying hours of pilot training to instrument training, a figure doubled in May 1934. The airmen also established a six-week bad weather flying, instrument school on each coast in the fall of 1933 intended to produce instructors who were to return to their bases and pass along this knowledge. The schools were in the middle of their second class when the air mail crisis erupted. Therefore it is not surprising that initially only one quarter of the 80 pilots assigned to air mail duty in the Eastern Zone were qualified instrument pilots.79 Although only a small portion of the actual flying was done in adverse weather, the airmen agreed that their instrument training was inadequate as it only enabled them to climb through the weather to get above it, not fly in it.80

Communications followed a similar pattern of neglect. In early February 1934, three quarters of the Air Corps’ aircraft lacked radios. The radios finally obtained were inadequate, as some did not work very well, many were receivers only, and the two-way radios had less than one-third the range of those used by the airlines. This situation limited air-to-ground communications and forced the airmen to swap radios from aircraft to aircraft, a practice that continued into late April. The location of radio antennas on the aircraft and radio maintenance presented further woes.81

There were infrastructure problems as well. For the most part, the airmen were working away from their bases, on civilian airfields with inadequate facilities. Some of these airfields were just that, open fields hazardous in rain or snow, because hard-surfaced runways were just coming into use. Lighting was not a standard feature. The airmen were forced to use sparse facilities with much of the maintenance done in the open, despite the severe winter weather. In addition, communications were makeshift and parts and tools were in short supply. Despite these problems, along with other difficulties in pay, billeting, and messing, morale was good.

Another problem was that most of the Air Corps pilots flying the air mail had limited flying experience. A significant number of them had only recently earned their wings and were doing brief service before returning to civilian status, while many of the Air Corps’ older, more experienced, regular officers were posted to administrative duties. Initially, more than half of the Air Corps air mail pilots had less than two years service. And while the average commercial pilot was logging about 900 flying hours a year, at this point an Air Corps pilot had about 200 flying hours a year because of fiscal constraints.82

The Air Corps did not take decisive action to remedy the problem of inexperienced pilots. Unlike the Army policy a year earlier that helped staff the CCC (Civilian Conservation Corps), the Air Corps did not pull regular officers out of the various schools and assignments that took them away from their tactical units. As was expected, the Air Corps used the older, more experienced officers in administrative and managerial positions.

Further, the Air Corps did not fully utilize the pool of considerably more experienced reservists who flew with the airlines. The airmen did borrow fifty-three National Guard aircraft as well as use some of the Guard’s airfields, mechanics, and facilities. On February 13, the Air Corps issued a call for experienced commercial air mail pilots who held reserve commissions to volunteer for active duty, as did the Central Zone commander two weeks later. This effort netted only a few experienced and quali-
A few anecdotes reveal the inexperience of the pilots that showed the slapdash nature of the initial operation. The pilot on the first air mail flight needed three tries and three aircraft to get aloft. Ten minutes later, he returned with a failed gyro compass and cockpit lights, and obtained a flashlight to read the instruments. One pilot took the wrong radio leg and ended up in Buffalo, New York with the Cleveland, Ohio, mail. Another pilot took off and then radioed to ask where the mail was going, as the manifest was locked up with the mail. A third launched without his shipment of air mail. On February 27, a mail plane nosed over, after landing at the Glendale, California, airport. The pilot blamed the lack of 250 pounds of ballast in the rear of the aircraft for the accident, but the Air Corps concluded he had landed fast and tail high and applied the brakes, while the tail was still in the air. To add “insult to (non-) injury,” the pilot had landed at the wrong airport. Hap Arnold related, with some caution, that six months after the operation ended, mechanics found a sack of mail tucked away in a former air mail aircraft they were overhauling.

The weather, together with inadequate aircraft, lack of instruments and instrument training, unfamiliar conditions, and limited pilot experience, produced a potentially deadly combination. Billy Mitchell used attention-grabbing hyperbole, when he told a congressional committee, “The Army has forgotten how to fly.” More precisely, the Air Corps could not consistently and safely fly cross-country operations at night in bad weather.

Conclusion

The Baker Committee, established to study and report on “the adequacy and efficiency” of the Air Corps “for the performance of its missions in peace and war,” put the best face on the situation and arrived at a more positive conclusion. It focused considerable attention during its deliberations on the air mail emergency, however, its final report barely mentioned it. The report did note that Army aircraft were not easily adaptable to air mail duties, the ground facilities were inadequate, the airmen had insufficient training, and faced “wholly unprecedented weather.” When the weather cleared after the initial period, the Air Corps did well. The report also asserted that the experience was “invaluable” in enabling the Air Corps to test men and equipment. The committee recommended that the Air Corps get more aircraft, more flying time, and increased training to permit “cross-country flights in all kinds of weather, by day and by night, by the use of instruments, and the radio beam, and to efficiently utilize all the types of communications equipment available.” Diplomatically, the report did not criticize any groups or individuals. In his annual report, Secretary of War George H. Dern followed this line and went somewhat further claiming that despite the “regrettable accidents,” the Air Corps proved it could carry the mail.

The air mail episode had little immediate, if
any, impact on the airmen. To counter the poor image presented to the public in the air mail emergency, only a few weeks later the Air Corps showcased its new equipment and competence with great fanfare and little problems in a round trip flight of 8,300 miles to Alaska by ten of its new Martin B–10s. But throughout the remainder of the decade, the Air Corps struggled with limited budgets and, in its view, the backwardness of the General Staff. It was not until rearmament began in 1938, that improvement became apparent. And while the airmen acquired new aircraft, it made only scant progress in instrument flying. It entered World War II as a daylight, fair weather air force, and emerged from that war only slightly better off in that regard.

Although the Army airman’s safety record improved, it was not until the late 1940s that the newly created USAF demonstrated a true all-weather capability. Just as the Air Corps was tested in 1934, the new Air Force was tested shortly after its inception. What a difference fifteen years made. During the Berlin Airlift, from June 1948 to September 1949, the airmen achieved a tremendous success by supplying food and coal to the blockaded city of over two million people, allowing it to survive and prosper, resulting in a clear and non-violent, western victory in the Cold War. Despite poor weather, the airlift flyers posted a remarkably low accident record, lower than the entire USAF record in 1948 and 1949, and far below that of the air mail episode. This is attributable to more and better aircraft, more experienced and better trained pilots, and the use of radar.

Over the short term, President Roosevelt and his Administration took a hammering over the air mail episode. It was the first challenge to the New Deal, the Administration’s first miscue, an incident that dominated newspapers and the Congress for months. Nevertheless, there was little long term impact. Roosevelt was able to shift the onus of the situation onto the shoulders of others. He also skillfully overcame the popularity, credibility, and outspokenness of aviation giants Lindbergh and Rickenbacker, the ragged Air Corps performance, and the intense and critical press coverage, to emerge unscathed. Farley and Foulois, the scapegoats (or lightning rods, if you prefer) of the affair, were bruised, but kept their jobs, no one was fired or retired, and Hugo Black was rewarded with Roosevelt’s first Supreme Court appointment. There was no lasting public reaction, for in the fall 1934 elections, the Democrats increased their already dominant majority. And, just as the air mail operation had no political impact, it should be added that it has received at best scant attention in later accounts of the New Deal and the Air Corps.

Overall, the air mail crisis did not reflect well on any one aside from the airmen who gallantly performed their duties under very difficult conditions. Certainly, the disputed contracts revealed favoritism, high-handed decisions, if not illegalities, on the part of the government and some airlines. Further, the operation demonstrated that the Air Corps was unready for the task as it lacked suitable aircraft, modern night and bad weather equipment, and adequate training. It paid for these deficiencies with a loss of credibility, aircraft, and aircrew. On the individual level, the air mail incident helped advance the careers of two officers. Oscar Westover succeeded Benny Foulois as Chief of the Air Corps, when the latter unceremoniously retired in December 1935. "Hap" Arnold, commander of the Western Air Mail Zone, who had led the Alaskan flight, replaced Westover as Chief of the Air Corps after his death in an aircraft accident in 1938, and commanded the Army Air Forces in World War II.

Any even-handed account of the episode must conclude that the two principals in the operation deserve criticism; criticism they have thus far been spared. President Roosevelt certainly suffered from some bad luck due to the severe weather and the Air Corps’ fumbling that turned the air mail operation into a major problem and a public relations disaster. Nevertheless, the President made some decisions, contrary to the recommendations of his subordinates, that led to the mess. First, the very use of the Air Corps is open to question. Roosevelt could have annulled the contracts, made a public stand, and rebid the contracts with other operators, or, as it turned out in the end, he could have employed reorganized companies. Second, FDR erred in insisting...
on turning the flying of the mails over to the Air Corps so quickly. This also proved disastrous, for had the operation been delayed a few months, into the spring of 1934, the horrible weather would have been avoided, the Air Corps would have had more time to prepare for the operation, and the airmen would have had more B–10s. Surely this would have improved performance. The affair showed Roosevelt in his typically bold fashion taking quick, unprecedented action, and when these decisions generated problems and resulted in severe criticism, he showed his ability to deflect that criticism away from himself. Clearly his actions and errors were major factors contributing to the failure that followed.

Air Corps chief Foulois also deserves criticism. His too quick acceptance of the task and his assurance to Post Office officials indicate a serious misjudgment of the requirements of the job and the capabilities of his command. Whether his decisions came from over-enthusiasm or ignorance, optimism or ambition, his actions set the episode in motion. At the very least, the Air Corps required more than ten days to prepare for the task. In addition, Foulois should have clearly, if not forcefully, pointed out the risks of the proposed operation to the civilian decision makers. For unlike the public and politicians, the airmen were well aware that in 1934 flying was a risky business under ordinary circumstances, and that flying the mails with the pilots and equipment available, after minimal preparation, at night, in the winter was much more than ordinary circumstances. It should be noted that unlike later writers, a number of airmen have criticized Foulois’ actions.96

The Air Corps also merits criticism. While it is true that the Air Corps had limited funding, two of its policies contributed to its poor performance in carrying the mail. First, the airmen neglected instrument flying even though the related technologies and techniques were commercially available. Instead of making the advanced equipment available to its airmen, the Air Corps stockpiled the instruments in warehouses for later use. There was no high-placed individual advocating instrument flying and the case for it was not heard at the top level of the Air Corps. Second, the Air Corps failed to fully utilize those experienced regular officers who were on detached service or in administrative duties or the available reserve pilots, with airline experience. This left the bulk of the flying duty to inexperienced pilots.

With little glory to celebrate, few accomplishments to laud, and yet a cost in lives and reputations, the air mail episode is not a bright spot in the history of the New Deal or the Air Corps. This probably explains why this affair, the most important in Army aviation history during the interwar years, has been relegated to the “trash can of history.” It deserves closer examination, for it is a cautionary tale in “overreach” by both civilians and soldiers that demonstrates the consequences of haste, lack of preparation, and overconfidence. It also reveals more. The air mail experience highlights the state of aviation at this point, especially given the hazards of flight, the limitations imposed by bad weather and darkness, and the status of instrument flying. Aviation was in the midst of transitioning from World War I technology and visual flying to more advanced aircraft and instruments that would markedly improve aircraft performance and make flying safer and practical in essentially all weather conditions, day or night. The airlines were in the forefront of this transformation, while the Air Corps lagged behind. The air mail affair also provides a striking and critical assessment, a snapshot if you will, of Air Corps capabilities, and of its aircrews, aircraft, instruments, ground crews, and training at this time.

But history has been kind to the Air Corps and Foulois, the New Deal and Roosevelt regarding this incident. In short order, the Air Corps and the New Deal improved their performance and thus were able to push this affair into the haze of the past. Within a decade, the Air Corps grew to be the most powerful air force in the world and exerted a powerful influence on the conduct and outcome of World War II. Similarly, FDR faced and overcame greater challenges. In this way, the importance of the air mail operation was mitigated, if not negated, relegating it to a minor status. Therefore, the Air Corps and the 1934 air mail episode, if remembered, is seen, not as a blunder or mistake, but as a minor incident. Nevertheless, some called it a fiasco.
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Reflections on the
The Balkan Air Wars

Benjamin S. Lambeth
Much insight can be gained by looking back at the Balkan air wars of the 1990s, with a view toward considering how they have affected our use of air power ever since.¹ Those three wars began with the badly-mishandled Operation Deny Flight against the Bosnian Serbs in 1993 and 1994 during the ugliest years of the Yugoslav civil war that had erupted three years before. Viewed in hindsight, it was a fickle and ineffective first attempt by NATO to stop the rampant killing that had been unleashed by the end of Tito's rule and the ensuing resurfacing of all the ethnic hatreds that had simmered in the Balkans ever since the reign of Vlad the Impaler during the Middle Ages.

After Deny Flight came NATO’s more successful effort to suppress continued Serbian excesses in Bosnia-Herzegovina. That second endeavor, called Operation Deliberate Force, lasted eleven days in September 1995. In that more determined campaign, led by the air commander for NATO’s Allied Forces South (AFSOUTH), U.S. Air Force then-Lt. Gen. Michael Ryan, NATO finally got it right in the alliance’s first-ever high-intensity air operation, which also was the largest combat action to have taken place in Europe since the end of World War II.

Finally came the capstone seventy-eight-day Operation Allied Force against Serbian strongman Slobodan Milosevic between late March and early June 1999, in which NATO, under the military leadership of the Supreme Allied Commander for Europe (SACEUR) at the time, U.S. Army Gen. Wesley Clark, began by making all of the same mistakes with regard to restrained targeting and concern over “proportionality” that had rendered Deny Flight such an abject waste of effort and that looked, for way too many weeks, like the start of a replay of Vietnam. Fortunately, once Milosevic’s ethnic cleansing surge left NATO with no choice but to approve an expanded bombing campaign, Allied Force ended up being the first successful use of coercive air power on a major scale since Operation Desert Storm against Saddam Hussein’s Iraq eight years before. Yet that undertaking, by a defensive military alliance that had lost its main mission when the Soviet Union collapsed less than a decade before and that often was divided nineteen different ways over strategy and goals, was not over until it was over. It nearly ended in failure for NATO.

Viewed in hindsight, one of the main contributions of Allied Force, although no one could have anticipated it at the time, was to spotlight some key aspects of an emerging American way of war that have recurred in every subsequent major use of air power by the United States since the first bomb landed in Afghanistan on the night of October 7, 2001, when the nation’s military response to the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, first got under way. For that reason alone, it is worth reflecting on those themes from the Balkan air campaigns of the 1990s that have so heavily influenced how the nation has conducted aerial warfare ever since.

The Recent Sweep of American Air Warfare

Looking back over the recent history of American air power employment starting with Operation Desert Storm, when the air component of U.S. Central Command (CENTCOM) played such a key role in driving Iraq’s forces out of Kuwait in 1991, most of air power’s detractors tended to dismiss that achievement as a one-off anomaly. It was, they said, the clear and open desert environment, or the unusual vulnerability of Iraq’s armed formations, or precision attack from the air, or any number of other unique circumstances that somehow made the first Gulf War an exception to the general rule that it takes “boots on the ground” in large numbers, and ultimately in head-to-head combat, to defeat well-endowed enemies in high-intensity warfare.

Even to observers with no particular stake in the perennial inter-service battles over roles and resources, that viewpoint seemed reasonable enough at a time when air power’s all but single-handed achievement in Desert Storm was a truly first-of-its-kind/experience—one that struck many as “the first time in history that a field army was defeated by air power,” as the campaign was described shortly afterwards by the Air Force Chief of Staff at the time, Gen. Merrill A. “Tony” McPeak.² Yet in the twelve years that followed Desert Storm, the world saw air power prevail time and time again in a succession of four otherwise completely different circumstances of combat, starting with NATO’s two major air wars in the Balkans in 1995 and 1999 and followed, in turn, by the major combat phases of Operations Enduring Freedom and Iraqi Freedom in 2001 and 2003.
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True enough, in none of those five cases did the air contribution produce the successful outcome all by itself, even though in the two Balkan wars it came very close, in that air power in both instances was the only force element that figured directly in determining the campaign's result. One can definitely say, however, that in each of those five examples, air power was the principal enabler of all else that followed by way of a successful outcome at such a low cost in friendly lives lost on the ground. To put it differently, one can now safely say that air power's unbroken record of achievement between 1991 and 2003, when the three-week major combat phase of Iraqi Freedom finally toppled Saddam Hussein's regime, was not a succession of atypical anomalies, but rather the bow wave of a fundamentally new American approach to force employment.

Indeed, that pattern had become so established by the time the major combat phase of Iraqi Freedom ended in April 2003, as to suggest that air power had finally become the tool of first choice by combatant commanders, at least with respect to defeating massed enemy ground forces in high-intensity warfare. Even before the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, defense analyst Loren Thompson went so far as to conclude that by the time the administration of President George W. Bush took office in January 2001, “not only did it look like air power could win wars, but there was a new crop of policymakers ready to embrace that message.”

Unfortunately for that gathering view, the end of the three-week major combat phase of Iraqi Freedom ushered in a new era of warfare for the United States in not just one way but two. At the same time it confirmed the nation's final mastery of high-intensity conventional warfare, it also brought us face to face, for the first time since Vietnam, with a resurgent mode of asymmetric warfare that now seems likely to be the defining feature of global conflict for at least the next decade of the twenty-first century. In that new mode of conflict, air power—or at least precision kinetic air power—has proven less obviously relevant and consistently decisive as it was during the five wars that preceded it, starting with Desert Storm. One might add here that the Israelis were likewise driven to this same conclusion by their more recent exposure to this new form of hybrid warfare by stateless movements like Hezbollah and Hamas in their operations in Lebanon in July and August 2006 and, more recently, in the Gaza Strip in December 2008 and January 2009. Both operations saw the effective use of Israel's air power, but they also resulted in inconclusive outcomes for Israel because of the resilient and elusive nature of the opposition in each case.

Still in all, looking back over the three Balkan air wars of the 1990s, if we include Operation Deny Flight mainly as a reminder of how not to do it, and assessing those wars in light of all that has occurred since by way of American air power use offers us a timely opportunity to extract some of the key unifying themes from those wars that have since become recurrent considerations affecting the nation's employment of air power, at least for the near-term future—considerations having to do with such matters as gradualism, proportionality, noncombatant immunity, collateral-damage avoidance, the need for legitimacy, and what has been called the “CNN [Cable News Network] factor” and the battle of narratives in determining who wins and who loses in the end. That being so, there is value to be had from reviewing those aspects of Deny Flight, Deliberate Force, and Allied Force that warrant our remembering most as milestones for understanding how the use of transformed American air power evolved throughout the first decade of the twenty-first century.

The Misstep of Deny Flight

To begin with Deny Flight, this was when the nation learned, for the first time, what it truly meant to try to conduct an air operation by committee with eighteen other allies and with the United Nations (UN) setting all the rules. After the outstanding performance by CENTCOM's air component in Desert Storm in 1991—a performance that, for the first time, set the example for what air power can contribute to a joint campaign when used to the limit of its potential by commanders who know what they are doing—Deny Flight will forever stand out as a prototypical retrograde experience. Viewed in hindsight, it was an almost disastrous flirtation with failure over a course of two years of ineffectuality that was reminiscent of every bad flirtation with failure over a course of two years of ineffectuality that was reminiscent of every bad flair of Israeli's air power, but they also resulted in inconclusive outcomes for Israel because of the resilient and elusive nature of the opposition in each case.
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first rekindled in 1991 after more than three generations of having been suppressed under the thumb of Tito’s iron rule. Those half-hearted sorties, with pilots mainly spending hours boring holes in the sky to no effect, were a complete waste of effort with regard to any tangible gain they produced on the ground.

To provide just two examples, throughout the two years in which those many sorties were conducted, out of more than a hundred requests for close air support (CAS) “presence” that were received and forwarded up the line by AFSOUTH’s Combined Air Operations Center (CAOC) in Vicenza, Italy, only four CAS attacks were ultimately approved by the UN and carried out. There also were a grand total of just five precision air strikes, one of which caused only a temporary shutdown of a runway at the Udbina airfield in late 1994, in response to a launching of Serb fighters from that base against Croats living in a designated UN safe area. Apart from those events, as far as any practical effect the operation had on Serbian conduct was concerned, Deny Flight was nothing but a costly exercise in converting jet fuel into noise.

At the time, General Ryan, the air commander for AFSOUTH, would only say politely that Deny Flight represented “a use of air power in a way we don’t normally use air power,” which offered an unmistakable tacit feel for what he really thought about it. As just one more example, there was a UN ban against NATO attacks on any Serbian aircraft or air defenses located at Udbina. Moreover, the UN would only allow NATO fighters to attack Serbian surface-to-air missile (SAM) and antiaircraft artillery (AAA) sites that had actually fired on NATO aircraft. As a result of such constraints, a British Sea Harrier got shot down within the first week of Deny Flight by an enemy SA-7 infrared-guided SAM during the jet’s third pass in a vain attempt to disable the one offending Serbian tank that UN authorities had approved for attack. Because of that restriction, the jet’s mission was ineffective, its tactics were predictable, and the manner in which it was used cut against the grain of every common-sense rule of force employment that was consistently honored throughout Desert Storm.

The next year, in a similar situation, a U.S. Air Force F–16 flown by Captain Scott O’Grady got shot down by a Serbian SA-6 radar-guided SAM while orbiting in a totally predictable racetrack pattern southwest of Banja Luka. (Fortunately, the pilot ejected safely, evaded his Serbian pursuers, and was recovered six days later by a heroic combat search and rescue effort.) An RC-135 Rivet Joint electronic intelligence aircraft that was operating nearby picked up real-time indications of an active SA-6 radar within range of the targeted aircraft, but it was unable to communicate that awareness in adequate time to prevent the shootdown.

From that point onward, in a classic case of shutting the barn door after the horse was gone, all Deny Flight missions were accompanied by defense-suppression escort aircraft. That did not alter the fact, however, that the O’Grady shootdown was a major embarrassment for the United States, as well as a significant setback for air power’s reputation for effectiveness that had been so rightfully earned in Desert Storm. For the remainder of that operation, the pattern was consistently one of NATO’s leaders pounding the table, wagging their fingers, and sternly threatening “NATO air strikes for sure the next time” in response to any future act of Serbian aggression, only to be followed in each case of Serbian aggression in total defiance by backpedalling and inaction by the UN. That pattern of conduct telegraphed a message to both the Serbs and all others watching that basically said that the Americans had forgotten not only their most cardinal errors made in Vietnam, but also the air power successes that they had racked up later in Desert Storm.

Getting it Right in Deliberate Force

In sharp contrast, Deliberate Force in 1995 was a different story in every respect. For that reason, it can be remembered as the first successful Balkan air campaign. What prompted that operation was a shelling attack against Sarajevo on August 28 that resulted in thirty-eight civilians being killed. Once Bosnian Serb complicity was established without question, the operation kicked off two days later and continued for eleven days against Serbian targets in Bosnia-Herzegovina. Its intent was to deter any further Serbian attacks against UN safe areas and to retaliate as necessary for any attacks until they stopped.

This was the first serious test for American air power since the Cold War ended. It began at 0200 on the morning of August 30, 1995, with forty-three NATO strike aircraft attacking Serbian command and control nodes, SAM and AAA sites, and their supporting radars. The strike force consisted mostly of Air Force fighters operating out of Aviano Air Base, Italy, with some additional Navy and Marine Corps strikers from the aircraft carrier USS Theodore Roosevelt that was operating on station in the Adriatic Sea. Their assigned mission was to take down the Bosnian Serb integrated air defense system (IADS) completely.
That IADS, it bears noting, was not a rag-tag threat by any means. On the contrary, it was a full-up Soviet-style echeloned air defense consisting of concentrated and internetted AAA and radar-guided SA-2s and SA-6s run by totally professional air defenders. It was deemed sufficiently threatening, in fact, that the CAOC had wanted at first to use F–117 stealth attack aircraft out of Aviano against the most demanding targets, a request that the Italian government disapproved at the last minute out of understandable pique over having been excluded from the so-called NATO Contact Group, despite all that Italy had done to make its bases available to NATO.

This was the first war ever in which collateral-damage avoidance was the most overriding leadership concern, since even one errant bomb that landed on a private residence or schoolhouse and caused civilian casualties would have put an immediate end to the UN’s confidence in NATO. For that reason, each and every weapon aimpoint was vetted personally by General Ryan in the CAOC, and uncommonly close attention was paid during each approved target attack to such matters as run-in heading, time of day or night, aircraft system limitations, and possible secondary effects.

In the end, this unprecedented attention to tactical detail paid off. There were no complaints raised about civilian fatalities, and no collateral damage to speak of was inflicted. The only NATO aircraft lost during the operation was a French Mirage 2000 fighter that got shot down by an SA-7 while the aircraft was operating at low altitude on the first day. Looking back in hindsight, one can fairly characterize Deliberate Force as a success by just about any measure one can think of. After four years of horrific killing in the Yugoslav civil war, it paved the way for the Dayton Accords and produced a truce in Bosnia that has persisted ever since. True enough, it was not just air power, but a number of other factors as well, that ultimately drove the Bosnian Serbs to the negotiating table in Dayton. Those factors included, most notably, the threat of an eventual Croatian ground attack and mounting diplomatic sanctions. Still in all, then-Assistant Secretary of State Richard Holbrooke, who engineered the Dayton Accords, later wrote in his memoirs that the air campaign had made a “huge difference” in helping to bring about the eventual outcome.6

Allied Force as a Near Miss

Fast forwarding to four years later, the third Balkan air war (if one includes Deny Flight as the first) lasted seventy-eight days in the form of Operation Allied Force for Kosovo. As noted above, this one, at least for a time, appeared as though it might end up being another debacle along the lines of Deny Flight, only on a grander scale. In the end, fortunately, that campaign made for the third time in a row after Desert Storm and Deliberate Force when air power proved pivotal, if not decisive, in determining a regional combat outcome during the 1990s. Yet what began as a hopeful effort to get Milosevic to stop his human rights abuses against the Kosovar Albanians ended up, for a depressingly long time, looking like yet another exercise in futility suggesting that those principals most responsible for the operation, both in NATO and in the administration of President Bill Clinton, had forgotten all that they had learned—or should have learned—not only from Desert Storm and Deliberate Force, but also from Vietnam. It was definitely a step backwards in combat efficiency when compared to Desert Storm.

As for the way in which the campaign unfolded, after repeatedly unsuccessful diplomatic efforts by NATO to get Milosevic to desist from his human-rights abuses, the United States presented NATO with a three-phase bombing plan that expressly ruled out any commitment of ground troops. The idea was to start out with a counter-IADS offensive against Serbin’s air defenses. If that failed to produce the desired result, a second phase would entail expanded bombing of other military targets, but only below the 44th parallel that lay well to the
south of Belgrade. Only in the third and last phase would the bombing, if still unproductive, go after military targets north of the 44th parallel and against infrastructure targets in Belgrade. There was no fourth phase in the plan that NATO considered.

The American plan offered to NATO assumed from the start that the air campaign would be a symbolic operation only. Furthermore, General Clark and NATO’s leaders genuinely expected that Milosevic would settle quickly. They proved to be completely wrong in that judgment. After a week of desultory bombing that was showing no sign whatever of having any effect on Serbian behavior, there began to be the first rumblings heard from some Americans that the U.S. government’s having ruled out a ground option from the very start may not have been such a bright idea after all.

At that point, against a still-totally unsupportive Clinton administration on the home front, Clark began pressing his desire to generate a serious allied ground threat, making the point that even his own CAOC principals believed it unnatural for airmen to fight a ground war without a ground component. Finally, after the fourth week got under way, NATO’s targeting began focusing not only on Serbian troops operating in Kosovo, but also on what NATO had come to portray as the four pillars of Milosevic’s power—the political machine, the media, the security forces, and the economic system.

During the campaign’s last two weeks, the bombing also, for the first time, went after Serbia’s electrical power, a target set that CENTCOM had attacked in Baghdad from the first days of Desert Storm onward. In the end, Milosevic agreed to allow a presence of 50,000 international peacekeepers with sweeping occupation powers on the ground in Kosovo in return for an end to NATO’s bombing of his most valued assets in Belgrade. He also agreed to withdraw his occupation forces from Kosovo.

Numerous efforts were made by Western analysts in the immediate aftermath to determine why Milosevic relented in the end.7 The Kosovo experience also provided ample grist afterwards for the “air power vs. boots on the ground” mill, with airmen insisting that it had been an air-only war from start to finish (which remains true, strictly speaking), and with land-warfare advocates countering that it was really the implied threat of an eventual NATO ground invasion (something that no one can prove one way or the other) that finally got Milosevic to accede to NATO’s demands.

After all is said and done, we will most likely never know for sure what dynamic finally caused Milosevic to throw in the towel, least of all because he is no longer alive to tell us he to be so inclined. As a first approximation, however, one can safely say that he probably opted, in the end, to accept NATO’s conditions for ending the bombing, whatever his other possible reasons for conceding may have been, simply out of a rational determination that he had nothing to gain by holding out any longer. Even in the continued absence of a NATO ground invasion, he knew for certain that the air war could have continued for many more weeks, and perhaps even indefinitely. On the other hand, giving in to NATO’s demands while there was still time allowed him to exploit the face-saving opportunity to claim that his government would retain formal sovereignty over Kosovo, irrespective of whatever de facto autonomy might be granted to its Albanian majority. To that extent, two conclusions can be drawn from Operation Allied Force with absolute confidence. First, allied air power was the only force element maintained by NATO that actually figured in the campaign from start to finish, making for a legitimate first in the annals of air warfare. Second, and equally important, the coercive use of air power by NATO did work in the end, even though we may never be able to say for sure exactly how it worked.

Achievements and Problems in the Kosovo Campaign

There were other takeaways worth remember-
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ing as well when it comes to understanding the significance of Operation Allied Force in the history of air warfare. To begin with, it was the first war in which all three currently-deployed American heavy bomber types saw use in combat. On top of that, the campaign’s first night saw the long-awaited combat debut of the B–2 stealth bomber, which flew nonstop to its targets in Serbia directly from Whiteman AFB, Missouri on thirty-hour round-trip missions, with each sortie delivering up to sixteen 2,000-pound satellite-aided GBU-31 Joint Direct Attack Munitions (JDAMs) in their first combat use. To the surprise of many, the B–2 turned out to have been the most consistently effective performer throughout the entire campaign. In only fifty missions all told, it flew fewer than one percent of the total number of combat sorties. Yet it dropped a full third of all the precision munitions that were expended over the course of the seventy-eight days of bombing. Also, more than in any previous American operation, remotely-piloted aircraft were used extensively for intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance in Allied Force, with the Air Force’s then still brand-new RQ-1 Predators operating sometimes as low as 1,000 feet above ground level to seek out mobile SAMs and to designate any observed enemy troop concentrations for prompt attack by A–10s and F–16s.

There were also, of course, numerous problems associated with the conduct of Allied Force, as one would naturally expect in any such unnatural campaign by committee. For example, because of the absence of a NATO ground threat, NATO analysts were unable, by the end of the campaign’s second week, to confirm the destruction of even a single Serbian tank, due to the success of the Serbian Army in dispersing and concealing its armor. That fact plainly underscored the limits of conducting an air war from above 15,000 feet to avoid losing a fighter and possibly its crew to infrared SAMs and AAA and with no allied ground presence to force Serbian commanders to concentrate their troops in self-defense, thereby making them more easily targetable by NATO air power. Instead, the Serbian Army was at complete liberty to hide its tanks and armored personnel carriers and to go about terrorizing the Kosovar Albanians with trucks full of soldiers working their way through villages in just ones and twos.

Moreover, the counter-IADS campaign did not go as nearly well as expected, and certainly in no way like the remarkably effective air offensive against the Iraqi IADS in Desert Storm, because the more disciplined Serb air defenders kept their mobile SAMs concealed with their radars not emitting, thus making NATO’s effort to beat them down a continuing cat-and-mouse game to the very end. The persistence of a credible SAM threat throughout Allied Force meant that NATO had to devote a larger than usual number of strike sorties (around thirty-five percent, all told) to the defense-suppression mission to ensure their ability to operate in hostile airspace.

In addition, Allied Force became the first (and fortunately only) instance thus far of an American stealth platform’s having been lost to hostile fire when an F–117 was downed on the fourth night for a multitude of possible reasons, none ever publicly confirmed by the Air Force, that had required its pilot to operate in compact airspace in ways that may have compromised his aircraft’s stealth characteristics. Most notable about that incident was the cost that it exacted with regard to losing not just a valuable aircraft, but a combat asset that, up to that point, had been thought to be untouchable, offering it a quality of presumed invincibility that gave American air power a psychological edge that has since been lost forever. It also offered a sobering reminder, which the Air Force’s B–2 and F–22 communities have not forgotten since, that stealth equals low observability plus tactics. (Fortunately, the pilot ejected safely and was recovered within hours.)

As before in Deliberate Force, there also was a requirement to avoid noncombatant fatalities that was more demanding during NATO’s air war for Kosovo than in any previous campaign involving U.S. forces. That requirement truly showed how far air power had come since World War II, when producing civilian casualties in the largest possible number was the overarching goal of American and British bombing strategy. Today, now that air power has become so consistently precise and discriminating, airmen can routinely expect to be held accountable in ways that were never so binding on them before. The fact that this rule has now come to be so prepossessing for Western (and also Israeli) airmen is a resounding testament to the extent to which modern air power has become a victim of its own success.

During Desert Storm, for those whose predominant mental image of air power’s target-attack capability was rooted in their recollections of the Vietnam experience, the video clips shown on television every night of allied fighter cockpit displays portraying laser-guided bombs homing unerringly down the air shafts of hardened enemy bunkers had people saying: “Air power can now do that?” Today, almost two decades later, and precisely because of that unerring accuracy, such exacting performance
has become the norm to be *expected*—and not just as a desirable goal to be striven for, but as an ironclad criterion for almost *any* weapon release.

The downside of this development is that once zero collateral damage becomes accepted as a precondition of strategy, air power gets set up to be judged by all but impossibly high standards. When that happens, which is where the United States has been for at least the past decade, *any* collateral damage incurred during the course of an air offensive, as has been the case all too often in Afghanistan since 2008, when allied air attacks ramped up dramatically in response to escalated Taliban aggressiveness, becomes grist for domestic critics and for the enemy’s propaganda mill. Even *one* civilian now inadvertently killed in an allied engagement with enemy forces typically becomes front-page news above the fold line. Worse yet, it also prompts ever more outraged complaints against the alleged excesses of “undiscriminating air power”—even though the vast majority of those civilian casualties are actually caused by errant friendly ground fire, as well as by sometimes not errant but intentional enemy ground fire.

After the Kosovo campaign of 1999, defense analyst Anthony Cordesman rightly noted how the characterization of precision bombing as “surgical” overlooks the fact that patients still die on the operating table from time to time. All the same, there were numerous occasions during the Kosovo campaign when planned attacks were aborted at the last minute because targets could not be positively identified or because the assessed danger of collateral damage was too high. The unintended bombing of the Chinese embassy in Belgrade was only the most flagrant example of how just a single instance of that sort can backfire completely on the most disciplined use of force and undo, in one stroke, all of its many positive achievements. That incident was reminiscent of the earlier bombing of the Al Firdos bunker by an F–117 during Desert Storm, which inadvertently killed more than a hundred Iraqi women and children who, also unbeknown to U.S. intelligence, had been sleeping inside in the false belief that it offered them shelter. Both cases caused a huge uproar and dramatized all too well how such intelligence errors can produce often show-stopping results.

Finally with regard to Allied Force, there were the overwhelming deficiencies in NATO's strategy choice that accounted for the bombing’s desultory start and its later slowness to register combat effects that made a difference. Those deficiencies made for a resounding regression in the use of air power by the United States and NATO after its all but flawless performance in Desert Storm.

With the singular exception of Deliberate Force in 1995, a trend toward what had come to be called “cruise missile diplomacy” had taken root during the Clinton administration's tenure in office, thanks to the ability of unmanned cruise missiles to conduct target attacks without risking the lives of American aircrews. That trend made for a situation that inspired Eliot Cohen, who had previously led the U.S. Air Force’s Gulf War Air Power Survey, to equate the seductiveness of that easy approach with teenage romance in its propensity to give political leaders a sense of “gratification without commitment.” It also prompted skeptics to counter, sensibly enough, that if all one wishes to do is to “send a message,” call Western Union.

Before long, the maddening tentativeness of the campaign’s initial weeks led senior airmen to complain openly about what they saw as the embarrassingly slow pace of the bombing. One Air Force general frankly called it a “disgrace,” adding that “the tempo [was] so disgustingly slow as to make us look inept.” Another, harking back to the concept of operations developed for Desert Storm by Col. John Warden, said: “This isn’t Instant Thunder; it’s more like Constant Drizzle.” Still another faulted the war by committee that NATO was conducting by declaring that “the hammer is working just fine. But when the blueprints have to undergo revision each day by nineteen separate architects before it’s determined where to drive the nail, one has to wonder what the final product is going to look like.”

It was not, moreover, just a matter of maintaining unity of effort in an offensive being conducted by a nineteen-member alliance. As the campaign unfolded, it became apparent that even the American command structure was deeply divided over the most appropriate targeting strategy. General Clark had assumed at first that Milosevic would surrender within three days after the bombing began. Once that proved erroneous, NATO then scrambled for an alternative strategy in a way that soon pitted Clark against his air component commander, U.S. Air Force Lt. Gen. Michael Short, over where the main focus of the air attacks should be directed. Clark, a ground commander, naturally wanted to go after fielded Serbian forces, even though they were largely untargetable because of their dispersion and concealment in small groups. Short, for his part, believed that going after the Third Army in Kosovo entailed a waste of effort because Serbia’s fielded forces were not a center of gravity for Milosevic. He argued for ignoring those forces and for concentrating instead on “strategic” targets in downtown Belgrade.
Naturally, because he wielded the greater leverage as SACEUR, Clark's view prevailed throughout most of the campaign, giving rise to what critics later called “ad hoc targeting.” Most of the attack planning was not effects-based, but rather involved simply parceling out sorties by target category, without much thought given to how attacking a particular target might contribute toward achieving the campaign's larger goals. Gen. John Jumper, the commander of U.S. Air Forces in Europe at the time, spoke out openly against this practice that he called “campaigning by target-list management,” in which CAOC planners simply took a list of approved targets and ensured that they were duly serviced from one day to the next.

The Determining Impact of Personality

Especially when contrasted to the earlier experience of Desert Storm, NATO's air war for Kosovo really drove home, for the first time, the overwhelming impact of senior leadership personalities in determining the course and outcome of a campaign. If one looks at the wiring diagram for each of the five major wars that the United States has fought from Desert Storm to Iraqi Freedom, one will note that the boxes and lines were exactly the same in each case. In each, there was a president, a secretary of defense, a secretary of state, a chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS), a regional combatant commander, and the latter's subordinate component commanders for land, sea, and air. Yet also in each case (with the conspicuous exception of Operations Enduring Freedom and Iraqi Freedom, which occurred just a year apart and which accordingly saw mostly the same players in both), there were different names in those boxes. And the unique chemistry that ensued from that unique set of personal interactions had a uniquely determining influence on the way that events played out in each campaign's execution.

For example, in the case of Desert Storm, there was, arguably, a strong Washington team consisting principally of President George H. W. Bush, Secretary of Defense Dick Cheney, and JCS chairman Gen. Colin Powell. In the war zone, there also was a joint force commander, Gen. H. Norman Schwarzkopf, who well understood at some level that he was going to be judged sternly by history and that he would accordingly need to do his best to rise above his parochial instincts as a ground-forces general and do whatever might be most appropriate toward ensuring the best possible outcome. By the same token, there was a seasoned air component commander, Air Force then-Lt. Gen. Charles Horner, who could explain convincingly to a theater commander reared in a two-dimensional operational world all his life what his air assets could do to help win the war most quickly and efficiently if used to their fullest potential. Moreover, he was able to explain that point of view in a way in which Schwarzkopf could be persuaded, in the end, to accept not only as intuitively reasonable, but also as his own chosen approach.

In total contrast, one arguably had in the case of Allied Force a weaker Washington team whose principals in the White House and Pentagon wanted as little as possible to do with the impending campaign. One also had had a theater commander who was of a completely different mindset than his superiors in Washington with respect to preferred strategy and who was physically separated by 600 miles from his subordinate air component commander, the latter of whom held both Clark and his views in open disdain. As a result, the de facto air component commander through the back channel, to all intents and purposes, often ended up being General Jumper because he was a fellow four-star in Clark's area of responsibility who presumably could be implored to lean on the three-star air commander in Vicenza and persuade him to do Clark's bidding. It should hardly be surprising, in light of these contrasts, that Desert Storm and Allied Force should sit at such opposite ends of the
spectrum as case studies in joint warfare and the use of air power in it.

Allied Force as it Really Was

As for the most important “bottom lines” to be remembered from the Kosovo campaign, it is essential, first of all, to understand that campaign for what it actually entailed. Immediately after Milosevic caved in to NATO's demands on Day 78, the first response on the part of many was to portray Allied Force as a watershed achievement for air power. Those so responding included many of the same reporters who, for the preceding eleven weeks, had doubted in print whether NATO would ever prevail without a ground invasion. It was not, moreover, just reporters who were so quick to offer that assessment. Not long after the ceasefire went into effect, President Clinton himself said that the outcome “proved that a sustained air campaign, under the right conditions, can stop an army on the ground.”13 He put forward that assessment, moreover, with regard to a situation that had looked only days before as though it was headed nowhere but to a deadlock or to an allied ground involvement of some sort if NATO was really intent on winning. Even General Short, the air component commander, was convinced until the campaign’s final days that at its then-existing level of effort, NATO was never going to break Milosevic’s will.

Viewed with the benefit of hindsight, it is hard to accept the rosy view laid out above as the right way to remember Allied Force. To begin with, it is not the assessment that was aired afterwards by the most credible professionals who knew best what they were talking about. To offer just a few examples, after the campaign was over, the former AFSOUTH commander during Deliberate Force, U.S. Navy Adm. Leighton Smith, said outright that the Kosovo experience should be remembered as “possibly the worst way we employed our military forces in history.”14 Former Air Force Chief of Staff Gen. Ronald Fogleman likewise said that “just because it comes out reasonably well, at least in the eyes of the administration, doesn’t mean it was conducted properly. The application of air power was flawed.”15 General Short, for his part, was adamant in saying afterwards that “as an airman, I’d have done this a whole lot differently than I was allowed to do it. We could have done this differently. We should have done this differently.”16

At bottom, for all the professionalism of NATO’s aircrews and their performance throughout the 78 days of fighting, Allied Force should not be remembered as a stellar example of air power’s having been put to its best use. For openers, the campaign could have failed miserably in the pursuit of its declared goals. NATO’s incremental attack plan, until the very end, risked squandering nearly all of the capital that had steadily accrued in air power’s bank account ever since the air component’s banner performance in Desert Storm eight years before. That near-fatal flaw in the campaign’s starting strategy was captured perfectly in General Clark’s early comment that NATO would “grind away” at Milosevic rather than hammer him hard and with determination from the very outset.17 By being so hesitant in the campaign’s opening moves, NATO’s leaders overlooked the fact that air power’s strengths can also become weaknesses if it is used in a manner that undermines its credibility.

More to the point, the opportunity cost of starting the campaign so anemically and without any accompanying ground threat made for a failure by NATO to exploit air power’s shock potential to its fullest extent. It also encouraged Serbian ground forces to disperse and hide while they had time. Perhaps most important, until Milosevic made what turned out to have been the colossal error in judgment on his part in accelerating his ethnic cleansing campaign and forcing NATO to raise the ante in order to retain its own credibility, the underachievement of the bombing effort until its last week almost convinced him that he could hunker down and ride out the campaign. On this point, Adm. James Ellis, the AFSOUTH commander headquar-
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against organized and mechanized opponents, it also reconfirmed that air power, in many cases, cannot perform to its fullest potential without the presence of a credible ground component to any campaign strategy. General McPeak keyed on this important point when he wrote afterwards that the a priori rejection of any ground commitment by NATO from the campaign’s very start had been “a major blunder.” He said: “I know of no airman—not a single one—who welcomed this development. Nobody said, ‘Hey, finally, our own private war. Just what we’ve always wanted!’... Signaling to Belgrade our unwillingness to fight on the ground made it less likely that the bombing would succeed,” thereby forcing NATO to explore the limits of air power’s coercive potential when working all alone.19

The Balkan Campaigns as a Crucible for the Future

It remains now to consider how the Balkan air campaigns of the 1990s relate to the nation’s subsequent air warfare experiences since the start of the twenty-first century. First and foremost, one can fairly suggest that the manner in which the major combat phase of Iraqi Freedom was planned by the second Bush administration without a sufficient prior investment of resources to hedge against the “hereafter” that the United States inherited once Saddam Hussein’s regime was toppled bore out, yet again, a major teaching of NATO’s air war for Kosovo two years earlier. That teaching, simply put, is that however capable the nation’s air weapon may have become in principle since Desert Storm, it can never be more effective than the strategy it is intended to support. That may not be a particularly profound observation, but it offers an important reminder that Americans should never lose sight of.

Other themes also emanated from our Balkan experiences in the 1990s that have since become almost mandatory checklist items for all American campaign planning that has occurred ever since. The first of these themes is that the United States will henceforth always, as a rule, conduct combat operations in a coalition context for the “safety in numbers” that having legitimizing allies naturally allows for. Another, which one might call “the dark side of technology,” has emanated from the American defense establishment’s ever-more-fused command-and-control network from top to bottom and from the increasing availability, as a natural result, of a common operating picture for all, from the highest leaders to those in direct contact with the enemy at the tactical level.

In this latter respect, as in the case of Kosovo, Operation Enduring Freedom entailed command elements that were widely dispersed geographically. In the case of the Afghan war of late 2001 and early 2002, however, the situation was further aggravated by the fact that the geographic separation this time spanned eight time zones. The six months of major combat in Operation Enduring Freedom saw not only centralized planning, but also a degree of cen-
Night refueling. A USAF F–15C air combat fighter, shown here through a night-vision lens, moves into the precontact position to take on fuel from a KC–135 tanker before resuming its station to provide offensive counterair protection for attacking NATO strikers. With a loss of six MiGs in aerial combat encounters the first week, Serb fighters rarely rose thereafter to challenge NATO’s control of the air.

At the same time, however, it resulted in an oversubscribed target-approval process that lengthened rather than compressed the kill chain. As a result, the human factor became the main impediment to more effective time-critical targeting. With respect to this trend, while he was still the commander of Sixteenth Air Force in 2002, then-Lt. Gen. Ronald Keys frankly described the rear-area monitoring of live Predator video feed from Afghanistan by senior leaders sitting back in Tampa and Washington as “cyber-rubbernecking.” General Keys agreed that improved communications lashups have indeed now allowed senior leaders to ask important questions more easily and more quickly. He countered, however, with the important reminder that providing good answers still takes time.

On careful reflection, one can make a cogent case that this kind of hands-on involvement by senior leaders at the tactical level is entirely appropriate up to a point. After all, as in the case of Operation Allied Force, the goals of Enduring Freedom demanded close top-down supervision and control at all levels if the perceived legitimacy of the operation was to be preserved. Otherwise, just a single untoward instance of collateral damage to non-combatant life and property could have caused the campaign effort to fail disastrously.

The ever-closer communications connectivity that allowed that hands-on involvement, however, cut in two directions. Although it was helpful—and even indispensable—up to a point, it also produced gridlock at times, by encouraging senior leaders and their staffs to try to micromanage the fighting. Those leaders often intervened at the tactical level not because circumstances required it, but simply because they could. As a result, some important fleeting targets were allowed to get away.

It is often said that an abiding hallmark of American air power’s effectiveness is the overarching credo of centralized control and decentralized execution. However, should an American pilot find himself five seconds before his planned weapon release with his joint force commander or, worse yet, the Secretary of Defense figuratively sitting in his back seat and second-guessing his every move, that is not decentralized execution. Similarly, should that same pilot find himself five seconds before weapon release with the uppermost concern in his mind being what his lawyer’s telephone number is back at home in case his bomb lands short, that is not a comforting place for him to be either. Both hypothetical examples dramatize the extent to which the growing criticality of collateral-damage avoidance at every cost and then some has come to affect the way in which the United States will conduct air campaigns in the future.

Some airmen argued afterwards that the collateral-damage constraints in Operation Enduring Freedom, as in Operation Allied Force two years before, severely hampered the effectiveness of combat operations. For example, on the first night of the Afghan war in October 2001, those constraints may—just may—have helped enable the escape of Taliban leader Mullah Omar while senior leaders at CENTCOM debated whether or not the CAOC’s requested attack lay within the accepted bounds of the laws of armed conflict.

On the other hand, there was abundant good reason for the Bush administration’s aversion to collateral damage in principle. In its campaign against the Taliban and against al Qaeda elements in Afghanistan, the administration’s determination to avoid collateral damage indeed became, at times, more important than mission success. But then again, mission success depended in considerable part on avoiding collateral damage. In sum, the issues of centralized execution and collateral-damage avoidance, both of which the United States really encountered for the first time during the Balkan air wars of the 1990s, remain prepossessing...
Force air encounters. destroyed in early Allied number of MiG–29s pilot, brought to five the evaluation awareness by its course due to a loss of sit-violation from its planned course due to a loss of situ-awareness by its pilot, brought to five the number of MiG–29s destroyed in early Allied Force air encounters.

challenges for American warfighters. Those challenges will not be going away any time soon.

To conclude, it is worth noting that the many instructive lessons that emanated from the Balkan air wars of the 1990s may not necessarily apply to all players in all circumstances. To cite just one example, the Israel Defense Forces (IDF) “went to school” on the Kosovo air war in a major way in that campaign’s early aftermath, and that case study has figured prominently in their professional military education curriculum ever since. It also has been said that the IDF’s Chief of Staff during Israel’s war against Hezbollah in 2006, Lt. Gen. Dan Halutz, who also, by the way, was the first air force general ever to command the Israeli armed forces, was consciously guided by the Kosovo precedent as he sought to apply a concept of operations that would somehow leverage precision standoff firepower, rather than ground maneuver, as the centerpiece of his strategy so as to avoid incurring intolerable friendly losses by committing to a major push into Lebanon on the ground.

Yet, insofar as they internalized lessons drawn from the precedent of Kosovo, the IDF may have overlooked or excessively downplayed the possibility that those lessons may not necessarily have been directly transferable to Israel. After all, Allied Force was a campaign conducted by a superpower half a globe away that was not subject to the same time and financial constraints as was Israel and, more important, whose civilians’ lives were not disrupted on a daily basis by relentless rocket fire into a home front that was coextensive with the war front while the military was attacking the enemy from the air over a course of many weeks. That point of contrast should serve as a useful reminder that although the many precedents established in the two successful Balkan air campaigns of the 1990s marked the way ahead for American air warfare during the first decade of the twenty-first century, they may, in the end, not always apply to our friends and allies around the world who face different challenges emanating from their unique security circumstances.

NOTES

1. This article is a development of remarks prepared for delivery as the morning keynote address to a symposium on “The Balkans Air Campaigns in the 1990s and Their Influence since 2001” sponsored by the Air Force Historical Foundation, Arlington, Virginia, Oct. 8, 2009. Any views expressed in it are solely those of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views of the RAND Corporation or any of its U.S. governmental or private research sponsors.
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“History Makes You Smart—Heritage Makes You Proud”¹

Jacob Neufeld

In the Beginning

When the Army Air Forces (AAF) Historical Division was established in 1942, Brig. Gen. Laurence S. Kuter, Air Staff Director of Administration, wrote, “It is important that our history be recorded while it is hot and that personnel be selected and an agency set up for a clear historian’s job without axe to grind or defense to prepare.”²

During World War II, many academic historians joined the Army Air Forces (AAF) as officers or enlisted men and women to practice their profession. These military historians produced myriad studies, monographs, and reports, many of which were archived in-house because of security classification. The massive demobilization at war’s end returned most of the historians to their campuses, leaving the services struggling to complete the historians’ work. It took years, in some cases decades, to finish the projects. Not until 1958 did the United States Air Force publish the seventh (and last) volume of its centerpiece history of the AAF in World War II, better known as “Craven and Cate.”³ The U.S. Army pressed on for decades to complete its superb multi-volume World War II “Green Books” series, so-called because of the color of the book covers. The U.S. Navy commissioned the famed historian Samuel E. Morison, of Harvard, to join the Navy and write the service’s wartime history.

Over the next decade, the Air Force history program underwent numerous name changes, was subordinated to several functional entities (operations, intelligence, and information), and shuttled between Washington, D.C. and Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama. None of the arrangements worked.

The Office of Air Force History (AFCHO)

It did not help that some academic historians sneered at the concept of contemporary history, asserting that a complete record can emerge only after the passage of “adequate” time. In Great Britain, for example, “modern history” refers to events that transpired a few hundred years ago. However, a few visionary military and civilian leaders believed in the value of studying and applying contemporary military history. Air Force historians were granted extraordinary access to “key decisions, processes, and actions,” and could thereby identify, collect, preserve, and interpret important documents and to interview key military leaders and officials as events unfolded. The result of applying history would be a management and decision-making tool. Commanders at all levels could learn about the major decisions their predecessors made and, more importantly, why they made them. Thus, although history rarely repeated itself, Air Force leaders who consulted history would be better equipped to confront the challenges facing them by becoming “history minded.”

Consequently, in January 1969,—a high-level panel of Air Force civilian and military leaders, and scholars, chaired by Dr. I.B. Holley, a highly-respected history professor at Duke University, and Reserve brigadier general—recommended the establishment of a separate Office of Air Force History (AFCHO), reporting to the USAF Chief of Staff. Its mission was to publish books, studies, and reports on the role of the United States Air Force and air power in national security. Topics included wartime operations, policies, technology, doctrine, and organization. The AFCHO period, from the early 1970s until 1991 witnessed a profusion of books, studies, and monographic literature.

U.S. Air Force History and Museums Program

The second major reorganization of Air Force history took place at the end of the Cold War, in 1991, and resulted in the separation of AFCHO’s policy-making and production elements. In 2003, Col. C. R. “Dick” Anderegg, USAF (Ret.), the Director of Air Force History and Museums Policies and Programs, since 2003, oversees a worldwide program of historians and curators. He rightly believes that his is one of the most interesting and challenging jobs in the United States Air Force.

The mission of the History and Museums Program (AFHMP) is to enhance the Air Force’s institutional memory, preserve its heritage, promote a better understanding of the present, and plan for the future. The program helps the Air Force to formulate strategy, plans, and doctrine; to conduct operations; and to educate students at professional military schools.

Mr. Neufeld is the editor of Air Power History.
Field History

Historians serve worldwide in the command sections and on the staffs of major command headquarters, centers, and wings (the Air Force’s basic war-fighting echelon). Since nearly seventy percent of the historians hold advanced degrees in history, they are well-qualified to conduct research and write periodic histories.

Air Force historians are also assigned to serve with their combat units—a practice that began in World War II and has continued through Desert Storm in 1991, and beyond. Traditionally, however, the historians were “blue suiters,” that is, either Air Force officers or enlisted personnel. In January 2005, the Air Force deployed its first civilian historian and since 2006, all have been civilians. At the start of this year, fourteen historians served in each Air Expeditionary Force (AEF) rotation to cover the many bases in the AOR participating in Operation Iraqi Freedom and Operation Enduring Freedom. Appointments to AEF’s are for four months, and historians are instructed to gather data, conduct interviews with key personnel, collect significant documents, and write a narrative history of their unit’s activities.

Historians provide yet another service by advising their commanders on all matters concerning lineage and honors to help determine a unit’s priority for activation or inactivation. A point value formula—devised during the tenure of Gen. Merrill A. “Tony” McPeak, as Chief of Staff—is used to determine the highest rated units. This formula assigns points for longevity, awards, victories, and so on. Legacy points go to select units with significant historical records, such as the Tuskegee Airmen and the Round the World airlift squadron. Pre-World War II units are heavily weighted, as are Vietnam War and Korean War combat units.

The Air Force Historical Research Agency

All of the documents and transcripts, deemed by the historians to have intrinsic historical value, are attached to the unit history and then archived at the Air Force Historical Research Agency (AFHRA) at Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama. Air University students and other qualified researchers may be granted permission to study these documents. The AFHRA stores and manages some 150 million pages of documents, which date from the beginning of military air power in the U.S. in 1907. Additionally, historians and archivists at the AFHRA research and compile the invaluable series of Air Force reference volumes and select monographs. And they answer a huge number of inquiries for information.

Besides serving as the USAF’s documents repository, the AFHRA also holds the lineage and honors for all Air Force organizations at squadron level and above. Contact: www.afhra.af.mil
The Air Force Historical Studies Office (AFHSO)

The Air Force Historical Studies Office (AFHSO), located at Bolling AFB, Washington, D.C., prepares a variety of historical products, including chronologies, monographs, special studies, and books as time, staffing, and budgets permit. The location of the AFHSO in the National Capital Region (NCR) affords historians unique access to a great many historical research facilities, most notably the Pentagon, the National Archives, and the Library of Congress.

Last year, Mr. Anderegg assigned the AFHSO to prepare a seven-volume history called *Airmen at War*. In broad outline this is a major undertaking, that when completed, will have great enduring value to all airmen in operations and headquarters staffs:

Volume I *Operation Desert Storm to 9/11*
Volume II *Operation Noble Eagle*
Volume III *Operation Enduring Freedom*
Volume IV *Operation Iraqi Freedom*
Volume V *Master Chronology*
Volume VI *Statistical Digest*
Volume VII *Extracts from 2,200 interviews with Airmen*

Besides publishing historical studies, the AFHSO responds to about 3,500 inquiries, including 300 from Congress, annually. Contact: www.airforcehistory.hq.af.mil
The Air Force Museums System

Mr. Anderegg provides guidance to the Air Force Heritage Program, formerly known as the museum system. Atop this pyramid is the National Museum of the United States Air Force (NMUSAF). Located just outside the gate at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, near Dayton, Ohio, it is the oldest and largest military aviation museum in the world, welcoming 1.3 million visitors annually. In 2009, the education program served more than 145,000 student, youth and family programs. The NMUSAF has 400 aerospace vehicles on display and possesses approximately 76,400 artifacts (at NMUSAF only) or nearly 126,000 (total artifacts both at NMUSAF and on-loan to all sites), ranging from the uniform worn by the late General Bernard A. Schriever to the famed World War II B–17 bomber Memphis Belle. In addition, the Museum has signed more than 700 loan agreements with national and international museums and organizations worldwide.

There are twelve other USAF museums, with the Air Force Space and Missile Museum at Patrick AFB, Florida, being the smallest. Generally, the museums are accessible to the public and free of charge to visitors, Contact: www.nationalmuseum.af.mil.

1. This title comes from a recent power point briefing by Dick Anderegg.
3. Edited by James Lea Cate, a professor at the University of Chicago, and Wesley F. Craven, who taught at New York University in 1948, when Volume I appears, and at Princeton University in 1958, when volume seven was published.

This is a truly outstanding book. Although Adams indicates it is an analysis of naval strategy of World War II in the Pacific, the lessons he presents apply to more than purely naval warfare. He discusses the main strategy to be pursued in war and the allocation of resources to that end, along with a refusal to expend resources on relatively minor strategic objectives, no matter how tempting they may seem.

Alfred Thayer Mahan was a Naval War College instructor in the 1880s and 1890s. His lectures on strategy were the basis of The Influence of Sea Power on History, a seminal work illustrating how great nations depended upon sea power to build and maintain empires. Mahan's main focus was on the line-of-battle ships. Given the technology of his day, Mahan posited the concept that a nation with a powerful Navy could impose an economically crippling blockade on its foe, while hunting down and destroying enemy seaborne commerce. His ideas “struck fire” in several nations, most prominently the UK, U.S., Germany, and Japan. The airplane and the submarine had not yet entered the picture.

The U.S. and Imperial Japanese navies both studied Mahan and his concepts. They also viewed each other as natural rivals in the Pacific, and their war colleges repeatedly war-gamed a clash of enemy fleets to determine which could defeat the other. The Japanese were one up on the Americans in that they had met and defeated a major enemy fleet, the Russian Baltic Fleet, which had sailed halfway around the world in 1905, during the Russo-Japanese War. In the Battle of Tsushima Straits, Admiral Togo destroyed the Russian Fleet and brought Japan into new-found international prominence.

Adams reviews the military actions of Japan and the U.S. during World War II, looking at their strategies, campaign plans, and operations through a Mahanian prism. He carefully notes whether they stuck with Mahan's concepts or deviated from them, and looks at actual outcomes.

By 1941, the aircraft carrier had replaced the battleship as the main fleet component. The Imperial Japanese Navy task force of six fleet carriers attacked Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941, and brought the reluctant United States into the war. It was a smashing operational and tactical success, but a strategic disaster for Japan. The U.S., whose isolationist House of Representatives earlier that year had approved extending the draft law by only one vote, was suddenly thrust into what became a war of annihilation against Japan.

This book steps through the Pacific campaigns, closely examining application of Mahanian theory. There were two major competing strategies in the Pacific: MacArthur's return to the Philippines, and the Navy's Central Pacific amphibious campaign. Adams examines each and discusses how and why decisions were made. He also notes that although Mahan dismissed a guerre de course campaign (attacking merchant ships) as the strategy of a lesser naval power, the U.S. Submarine Service destroyed the Japanese Merchant Marine by December 1944, and successfully completed a distant blockade well before B-29s fire bombed Japanese cities.

Fast forward to the future: Iraq 2003. The Bush administration's focus on economy of force overrode security considerations and led to a protracted guerrilla struggle. If Mahan was looking on, he would probably frown and point out that inadequate application of resources was a major failing.

Capt. John F. O'Connell, USN (Ret.), Docent, National Air and Space Museum


The Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSME) is arguably the most ambitious, most successful liquid rocket engine program in history. However, this book is not the definitive history of the program. It very narrowly focuses on only the SSME development testing program. It is far from light reading—even for an experienced aerospace engineer.

Each space shuttle has three identical main engines which use liquid hydrogen fuel, combusted with liquid oxygen. Each engine produces thrust variable from 305,000 pounds to 470,000 pounds. Under certain circumstances, the thrust could be increased to 512,000 pounds. When the Space Shuttle program was launched by NASA in 1971, producing the SSME was a major challenge. Again, this book does not cover why NASA selected this engine or how it was designed by Rocketdyne, its producer.

The core of the book is a description of the extensive ground testing performed to demonstrate that the engine would produce the required thrust under all operating conditions, while also meeting many other requirements, including fifty-five starts and an operating life of 7.5 hours. To those not familiar with high-thrust liquid rocket engines, these parameters may not seem demanding. In fact, they required an enormous pioneering engineering, manufacturing, and testing effort to achieve. To illustrate, here is the design performance of the high pressure oxidizer turbo pump: operating at 30,000 rpm to produce 28,000 horsepower, in order to deliver 750 gallons of liquid oxygen per minute at a pressure of 7,500 psi! This is not rocket science. It is the most demanding rocket engineering imaginable.

Engine testing started in 1975, and proceeded intensively to enable the first launch of the space shuttle orbiter Columbia on April 14, 1981. Extensive ground testing continued for many years to verify performance of continuing series design changes to correct problems, many of significant magnitude.

Biggs, who started at Rocketdyne in 1957, has written an unusually detailed book about a critical, but unromantic, aspect of rocket engine development. Technical histories of aerospace projects are often the “cleaned up” versions of what happened. This book is not. It is about life in the test-engineering trenches over a long period of time, written by a dedicated, experienced engineer. It reflects well on the deep commitment both NASA and Rocketdyne to safety and reliability of the SSME.

The book will be of limited interest, even to aficionados and historians of manned space flight. Newly graduated aerospace engineers would find it a fascinating, sobering introduction to the real world never found in their textbooks or classrooms.

Sherman N. Mullin, retired President, Lockheed “Skunk Works”


This book is one volume in the Florida History and Culture Series. Stephan Craft
is an associate professor of social science at Embry-Riddle University who presents the development of Embry-Riddle prior to and during World War II and its support of the effort of the United States and Great Britain to wage and ultimately win that war. Aspects of inclusion of women and instructors in all areas, workers on the overhaul lines, and in the office are also discussed.

As the United States moved toward World War II and away from the Depression, the Government implemented several plans to raise awareness of aviation and enlarge the potential pool of pilots and mechanics. Craft traces the efforts of one of the lesser known pioneers of flight, John Paul Riddle, as he recognizes the possibilities of Florida as a hub of aviation. Miami, with its good weather and proximity to South America and the Caribbean, was particularly attractive. The book follows Riddle and his partner, entrepreneur T. Higbee Embry, from the start with one J–3 Cub through development of a technical training school with five bases in Florida and Tennessee and one in Brazil.

Riddle joined the U.S. Army late in World War I and learned to fly at Carlstrom Field in Arcadia, Florida. After leaving the service in the early 1920s, he went through the typical aviation related jobs of the era—barnstormer, crop duster, flight instructor—at various locations. After selling the initial version of Embry-Riddle Flying School, he moved to Florida, which he viewed as the next hub in the coming aviation boom. As war loomed, few doubted the probable impact of aviation on the course of the war and the race was on to expand the small American military air arm. The military quickly realized that they did not have the capacity or ability to train the numbers of pilots and support personnel that would be necessary. The only possible alternative would be to employ the paradigm used during World War I: extensive use of civilian training schools. Within the civilian aviation community the numbers of schools and instructors was exceedingly small. Riddle was perfectly placed at the right place and the right time.

He started Embry-Riddle Aviation with six Piper J–3 Cubs and a Stinson Reliant 105. From there, he secured contracts under the Roosevelt administration’s Civilian Pilot Training Program (CPTP). The United States’ entry into World War II then opened the training flood gates. At the height of the wartime operations, Embry-Riddle was training mechanics in three large operations in Miami; training pilots for the Army Air Forces and RAF in Florida and Tennessee; and overhauling engines, propellers, instruments, and other aircraft parts. The rapid contraction which began in mid-1944 and resulting impacts on the company are also detailed.

Craft does an excellent job of describing how Riddle and those he surrounded himself with dealt with the oft-changing Army rules and regulations. He is not shy about discussing the company’s trials and tribulations in accomplishing its mission, chief among which were loss of experienced training cadre to transport operations and differing requirements of the USAAF and RAF. The parade of people frequently makes it difficult to follow who is doing what and in-charge of what. The text is dense in facts and figures and heavily footnoted. As a source of historical information, the book is first rate. It is not an easy read, but is an excellent addition to a library dedicated to World War II aviation.

M Sgt Al Mongeon, USAF (Ret.), Burke, Virginia


Veteran aviation author Mark Dierikx’s goal was to write a short book that showed the interaction of aviation with geography, politics, war, economic trends, industry, social development, culture, arts, literature, music, environment, and people. That he reached this goal is an admirable achievement. However, putting all that information into 144 pages of narrative means that this book is very dense reading.

Clipping the Clouds is divided into four main chapters that cover a few decades each. These chapters cover what Dierikx sees as the main phases of aviation development, starting in 1919. He presents good evidence for the themes of each chapter.

Chapter 1 (Heroes) covers the period from 1919 to 1945, when aviation was viewed as an icon of modern technology and national achievement. Although 19th-century visionaries and World War I are mentioned briefly, the author starts his focus with 1919, because the first commercial airline flights began that year. The entwining of aviation and national prestige made air races and technological advances more prominent. Aviation was also a powerful symbol and weapon for ambitious men in Germany, Italy, and Japan. Symbolism did not make air travel comfortable or inexpensive, however. By the early 1940s, advertising, technical advances, and the exposure of average people to new places (usually because of World War II) made air travel more acceptable to millions.

Chapter 2 (Technology) focuses on air transport around the world from 1945-1961. Better global aeronautical agreements, lower fares, and the introduction of long-range American passenger jets at the end of the 1950s led to more convenient and faster links between more modern airports, especially on both sides of the North Atlantic. Due to the division of Europe by the Cold War, countries on the western side of the Iron Curtain cooperated and developed much more thoroughly than the occupied Soviet satellites on the eastern side. Further, the process of decolonization in Africa and Asia encouraged international air service in another direction.

Chapter 3 (Usage) chronicles the rise and fall of the jet set from 1961-1977. During this period jets brought about revolutionary changes in appearance, size, and capability that strengthened the links between aviation and tourism. Two key factors in the changes in airline operations were the new jumbo jets (especially the Boeing 747) and broader public acquaintance through television with tourist destinations. All of these factors led to the rise of the jet set, people flying more often and over longer distances. The air passenger total in 1977 was almost five times that of 1960. The fall of the jet set, or down side of increased air travel, was the inability of airport facilities to keep up with the rush of passenger traffic, as well as the explosion (sometimes literally) of sensational airliner hijackings.

Chapter 4 (Effects) continues the story of the expansion of air travel into a global network open to increasing numbers of people from 1977 to the present. 1977 is the starting point for this final chapter because it was then that the U.S. began its domestic air transport deregulation effort. The decline of national government controls and subsidies led to strong cost-cutting competition, as well as airline mergers, “hub and spoke” routing, new budget airlines, and more air cargo. Above all, in spite of crowding and business turbulence, passenger totals increased nearly five times from 1977 to 2000.

It is unfortunate that Dierikx provided no photographs or maps to illustrate some of his topics. American readers will also notice the omission of the strong link between the Air Force and commercial aviation. Nonetheless, this book can prompt brief flashes of recognition as it runs through aviation history. However, the average reader or undergraduate student
will not read this book at a fast clip, unless they have a lot of experience in the subject matter.

Dierikx is obviously a scholar of aviation, as shown by the quality and variety of his endnote sources and multinational bibliography published over several decades in twelve countries. The format of this book seems to indicate that the book is intended to be a broad refresher or reference for aviation experts and researchers. Clipping the Clouds fills a gap on aviation travel for business or college libraries, because few books have been written on the topic during the last decade.

Dr. Robert W. Allen, Lt. Col., USAF, (Ret), Historian, 352d Special Operations Group, RAF Millennial, United Kingdom


The authors of this “combat from my diary” book are retired U.S. Air Force officers with very different backgrounds. Schreiner, a Weasel pilot in the F–4G Phantom during Desert Storm, contributes his verbatim diary accounts of daily activity, forming the primary substance of the book, plus his knowledge of “weaseling” in general (the Wild Weasel mission employs special aircraft to defeat enemy radar-based threats so that strike aircraft may attack at reduced risk). Though they do not so state, I assume Eisel, a former ICBM commander, weapons controller, staff officer, and published historian, is the glue that is meant to tie the diary entries together and to lend the occasional strategic and historical perspective to the story.

Those interested in the Wild Weasel mission as it was practiced in Iraq in 1991, and perhaps life as a deployed crew in Bahrain at that time, will find this account fascinating. The authors intentionally do not reflect on the larger issues of that conflict (though they do point out what was going on in the ground campaign during the time of Schreiner’s journal). Rather, they fashion from the accounts of Schreiner and other selected Weasels a from-the-trenches view of the tactics, dangers, successes, failures, and annoyances of daily life. It’s a very personal tale, a look inside the mind and cockpit as Schreiner lived it.

There are pluses and minuses to their book concept. Most important, I doubt there is anywhere an account of Wild Weasel activity at the operator’s level in this war that is as enlightening. They cover operations from deployment to redeployment, primarily from Schreiner’s perspective, of course. Particularly exciting events in the air are covered well. Also included are living accommodations, food, bosses, lack of booze and women—all reported in first hand, plain language that would be familiar in a squadron bar. Very credible stuff.

But the book’s strengths are also its weaknesses. It is so narrow in its focus that it is almost a niche book. There are better books (e.g., Chuck Horner and Tom Clancy, Every Man a Tiger) for a more comprehensive treatment of that air war. And the frank coverage of life on deployment prompts a personal annoyance of mine. Schreiner comes across (wrongly, I hope) as something of a whiner and perhaps even a bit of a dramatist. Yes, every person in combat is scared (or should be); no one likes living in overcrowded conditions with lousy chow; many bosses are seen as boobs; and some missions (very few, in fact) are shorts-soilers; but these realities are by no means news and hardly make for good literature. What he and his colleagues did was magnificent and vital—and often dangerous. That is enough of a story—a noble story—in itself.

The book includes 63 pages of appendices covering facts about the principal weapons mentioned and, curiously, the entire record of anti-radiation missile shots taken by the Weasels in Desert Storm. Photographs, both black and white, are plentiful, helpful, and appealing.


In 1989 Neil Sheehan received a Pulitzer Prize for A Bright and Shining Lie, an engrossing history of the Vietnam War as told largely through the efforts of counter-insurgency expert John Paul Vann. Now, twenty years later, Sheehan has used a similar technique to describe the development of ballistic missiles. He does this by focusing on the extraordinary role played by Bernard “Bennie” Schriever, an Air Force officer who came to exemplify the application of science and technology in defense of the United States.

Unlike with Sheehan’s previous books on the Vietnam era, where his many years of reporting gave him a wealth of first-hand knowledge, he knew little about missiles, space, and nuclear weapons when he began this project. In view of that, his new book acknowledges the debt he owes to various Air Force historians, “particularly to Jacob ‘Jack’ Neufeld, author of the definitive documentary history...Ballistic Missiles in the United States Air Force,” for educating him on the subject and helping in his research. Although Sheehan only provides brief summaries of the major sources used for each chapter, the book does include an extensive bibliography and a list of 118 people, both participants in the story and subject matter specialists, whom he interviewed. Chief among them was the late Gen. Bennie Schriever himself, who lived conveniently near Sheehan in northwest Washington, D.C.

The author explains in the back matter that “this book is a work of history written for the lay reader. It seeks to convey the essence of ... the Soviet-American arms race through the human story of the men caught up in one of the Cold War’s great dramas—the building of the unstoppable weapon, the intercontinental ballistic missile” (ICBM). From an academic standpoint, the book could be criticized for some omissions, over-simplifications, and exaggerations as well as its lack of specific source citations. On the other hand, it does meet his intention to write a popular history. Organized into seven sections subdivided into numerous short chapters, the story moves the reader along quite nicely, despite the technicalities and bureaucratic details inherent in the subject.

True to its title, the heart of the book is a biography of Bernard Adolph Schriever. A young German immigrant who grew up in Texas, he was a star golfer in college before becoming a pilot in the Air Corps in 1933. Bennie’s intelligence and work ethic—as well as favorable connections with higher ranking officers gained partly as a result of his golfing talents—helped his early career. After impressive achievements in the Pacific during World War II, he became a protégé of Gen. “Hap” Arnold, who convinced him of the importance of science to the future of the new U.S. Air Force.

Sheehan enlivens his account of how Schriever became the father of the Air Force’s ballistic missile program with vivid biographical sketches of the many people he dealt with along the way. These include the brilliant Hungarian mathematician John von Neumann, the hard-driving (and hard-drinking) Air Force executive Trevor Gardner, systems engineering guru Simon
Ramo, and the brilliant but troublesome technical genius Ed Hall, creator of the Minuteman ICBM (whose younger brother was later identified as a key Soviet spy at Los Alamos). After various intrigues in the Pentagon and White House to gain enough funding priority and independence for his new Western Development Division (later Ballistic Missile Division) in Los Angeles, Schriever faced intense inter-service rivalry with his colorful Army counterpart, John Medaris, whose Redstone Arsenal employed the most renowned of all rocket scientists, Werhner von Braun. But Schriever’s chief antagonist was a legendary Air Force leader, Curtis LeMay. The author depicts LeMay as a great combat commander who1 aging into an egotistical bully—one who rejected most proposals that did not promote ever more bombers and nuclear megatons until he recognized the revolutionary advantage offered by the Minuteman ICBM.

As a book written for a general audience, it provides just enough information on the acquisition management procedures employed by Schriever, such as “currency,” to give readers an idea of how innovative and risky they were. It also avoids presenting too many technical details on the various missiles involved in the story, although an illustration comparing their sizes and shapes would have been very helpful. The book should also have included maps, such as of the Southwest Asia campaign of World War II and the Atlantic missile range.

Thanks in large part to Schriever and his colleagues, what had been considered a fearful “missile gap” with the Soviet Union in the late 1950s soon became an overwhelming American missile advantage by the early 1960s. This was verified by reconnaissance satellites first planned by the Western Development Division and orbited using the Air Force launch vehicles and facilities developed under Schriever’s leadership. Sheehan ends the main portion of his book on this triumphant note. A short epilogue barely mentions Schriever’s seven years as the leader of Air Force Systems Command before summarizing his life in retirement. The epilogue closes with a detailed account of his 2005 funeral at Arlington, where Schriever was buried near Hap Arnold with the pomp and ceremony usually reserved for an Air Force chief of staff.

Although many readers of Air Power History may already be familiar with much of its subject matter, A Fiery Peace reveals new details and fascinating anecdotes on how the Air Force and its industry partners were able to design, build, test, and field a formidable force of ballistic missiles in less than ten years. The book probably will not be a best-seller like A Bright and Shining Lie, but it will convey an important part of aerospace history to a wide audience.

Laurence R. Benson, retired Air Force historian


Harnessing the Heavens blends historical scholarship with discussion of contemporary policy, strategy, and theory governing the application of military power. This well-edited volume has three purposes: 1) emplace space history within the broader literature of history, related humanities, and social sciences; 2) establish a completely new sub-discipline of military history; and 3) contribute to the “intellectual nimbleness” of future military leaders. The editors received fourteen essays, many from field leaders. With the exception of three that discuss the Soviet Union and China, the essays are American-centric. The editors organized these diverse essays into four major sections.

“Space and the Cold War: Prime Motivations for Space” admixes history and contemporary policy. Roger Launius’s “National Security, Space, and the Course of Recent U.S. History” describes American space regime continuities from the Eisenhower to George W. Bush administrations. Launius then introduces broadly the realist and idealist schools of space-power thought before closing the discussion with a useful summary of the six schools as classified by RAND’s Karl P. Mueller. Readers seeking the historiographical terrain of space history and policy should consult this essay. The next three essays contextualize within the Cold War early American lunar-base concepts, the Moon race, the Trinitarian structure of the American space program, and the early Soviet program. Of these, through his excellent analysis of the importance of idealist vision and military pragmatism in developing American space power; Howard McCurdy’s “The Race to the Moon: Imagination and Politics as Shaping Forces in Space Policy” reflects well Launius’s historiography.

“Doctrinal Faith: Strategic Dimensions of the War Fighter and Space” categorizes the next three essays. For those new to space history, Dwayne Day’s essay enlightens lesser-known early plans for military human spaceflight, but the essay pairs incongruously with David Spires’s analysis of policy themes and even more so with Everett Dolman’s theoretical discussion of strategic and operational theory. Day’s essay fits better in the previous section. Nonetheless, readers of Air Power History will enjoy each. Dolman’s essay is not an historical piece. It is historically informed, of course, but as readers familiar with Dolman will realize, the essay discusses strategic and operational theory, as well as policy recommendations. He argues for specific actions that the United States as a benign hegemon must take to control space. His essay provides a barometer against which readers can evaluate the direction of contemporary American space efforts described in other essays. In “U.S. Space from the ‘Other Side of the Fence,’” experts Asif Siddiqi and Dean Cheng present respectively on “Soviet Space Power during the Cold War” and “The Long March Upward: A Review of China’s Space Program.” Siddiqi and Cheng use these programs as prisms to analyze how American actions influenced the Soviet and Chinese. Speaking to the gender fence, Amy Foster’s “Coping with Celebrity: Women as Astronauts and Heroes” is the volume’s sole essay looking beyond programmatic and policy history to illuminate readers with an analysis of the interaction of gender and identity within the human spaceflight community. The frustration that Foster reveals was not that of the women astronauts as much as that of those seeking to idolize them because of their gender. Her contribution reminds us that space history must encompass the broader themes of historical scholarship.

The title “Technological Change and the Transformation of American Space Power” suggests an encounter with ideas central to the history of technology, but the essays reflect better the wider themes of the symposium. Roy Houchin’s essay on Dyna-Soar places better with contributions on early American programs, particularly Day’s essay on early military spaceflight. Rick Sturdevant describes the programmatic evolution of military satellite communications from 1966 to 2007, providing a description of major programs that historians, policy analysts, and new Air Force Space Command staff officers will find useful. The last essay, Alex Roland’s “Silo-Sitting in Space,” is a wonderful capstone. He touches themes ranging from autonomous and command technology to the rationality and irrationality of human-machine interaction in a techno-
logical world. His essay should enliven those concerned about technological determinism within military thought.

What audience will find this volume most useful? Readers well versed in space history and policy debates will find little new material; however, those fresh to the topics will find the brief essays useful starting points. Educators may find them useful for teaching classes, particularly undergraduates. Those seeking to improve their contextual understanding of “why are we doing what we are in space” will sate their desire.

Given the above, it is fitting to ask whether the volume satisfied the desire of Series Editor Mark Wells. Wells contends that mainstream military historians have too long ignored the history of military space operations. The contributions within this slim volume call heed to the importance of space power history, strategy, and theory. Judging by the rationale and evidence presented, military space operations assuredly deserve a place within the edifices of not only military history but also American and world history. Clearly, space history is another prism through which to refract understanding; and, as Foster's essay reminds, broader historical questions fruitfully apply to these topics. This is not to say that all historians have ignored the subject. Within the history of technology, contextual historians have recognized the topic's importance, and theorists, including Everett Dolman, have ignited meaningful debate on space issues within multiple humanities and social sciences disciplines. Because of this, the reader of Harnessing the Heavens will realize that not only does history teach and inform the professional judgment of military officers and others but that, in equal measure, those fields inform history.

Dr. Steven A. Pomeroy, Deputy Head, Department of Military Strategic Studies, United States Air Force Academy


Savvy consumers of space history have come to expect high quality in the “Outward Odyssey—A People's History of Spaceflight” series edited by Colin Burgess. This fourth volume definitely does not disappoint. It opens with a foreword by NASA rocket engineer and inspirational author Homer Hickam, and it closes with Skylab III Commander Alan Bean’s previously unreleased in-flight diary. Sandwiched between are more than 450 pages of sometimes gripping, always interesting, narrative on the history of Skylab and its missions written by a veteran NASA editor-journalist and two Skylab scientist-astronauts.

Drawing heavily from NASA books, reports, mission transcripts, and other official documents, the authors flesh out the incredible story of how engineers transformed a spent Saturn V rocket stage into America’s first space station. Although design and development of Skylab subsystems necessarily receive attention, the focus remains consistently on the actions, experiences, and feelings of the astronauts who occupied the station and their relationships with crews on the ground. The stories of each mission unfold through the interspersion of historical explanation and mission-tape transcriptions. Consequently, the Skylab participants, through these talented authors, share with readers a fantastically rich, vicarious experience, one not unlike what good fiction might generate. But Homesteading Space is factual in every detail.

Three trios of astronauts called Skylab home for increasingly lengthy stays between May 1973 and February 1974. Each crew faced its own set of unique challenges, but all contributed significantly to proving humans could adapt to living and working for weeks, even months, in space. From repairing cantankerous technology to performing valuable scientific experiments, the Skylab astronauts established standards of excellence on orbit for future dwellers in outer space to emulate. The contributions of Skylab to solar physics and space medicine, particularly the study of weightlessness, revolutionized both disciplines. Engineers at NASA learned a substantial amount about designing a space station for habitability so its occupants could live and work effectively. Often forgotten is the tremendously successful Skylab Student Program—a model for similar endeavors up to the present day—that cultivated youthful interest in science and engineering during the early post-Apollo period. A great amount of science was accomplished on Skylab at relatively low cost.

For all the astronauts’ serious efforts to maximize the success of the Skylab missions, there was a lighter, playful side seldom revealed in official records but unabashedly exposed in Homesteading Space. Anecdotes range from Pete Conrad’s “unfortunate addiction” (butter cookies) to Alan Bean’s surprise when a Polaroid snapshot of Jack Lousma developed into a pre-exposed image of a recent Playboy centerfold. Then there was Houston ground controllers’ puzzlement when Owen Garriott’s wife addressed them from the orbiting Skylab, not to mention the mysterious case of the “purloined pee bags.” Even the ingenious use of a Swiss army knife becomes part of the story.

Sadly, every reader will sooner or later turn the last page of this addition to the “Outward Odyssey” series, place the copy next to its predecessors on the bookshelf, and hungrily await the rest of the story. If the series remains true to form, volume five shall be worth the hopefully not-too-long wait.

Dr. Rick W. Sturdevant, Deputy Director of History, HQ Air Force Space Command


Curtis LeMay is perhaps the best known military airman of all time, and probably the most famous individual identified with strategic bombardment. He had a long, successful, and dramatic career including navigating the interception of the liner Rex; leading B-17s in combat most notably as commander of the Regensburg portion of the famous Schweinfurt-Regensburg bombing mission; making the daring and successful military air decision to shift to low-level fire-bombing of Japan; building Strategic Air Command into the most formidable military force in history; and serving as USAF Chief of Staff. To this must be added his last major public appearance in the disastrous campaign as George Wallace’s running mate in the 1968 election. A man easily stereotyped because of his stern appearance, propensity to speak bluntly, and hard-line positions on the use of military force, he was a complex man usually painted in black or white by authors. His career has been well covered in his autobiography (Mission with LeMay, 1965) and two decades later in a well done biography by Thomas Coffey (Iron Eagle, 1986).

After another twenty years, we have this third book on LeMay. Journalist Walter Kozak’s effort is based mainly on secondary sources, with literally 40 percent of the citations from the two previously mentioned LeMay books, some use of the author’s correspondence with about two dozen individuals, and brief use of LeMay’s letters to his wife, and the LeMay papers in the Library of Congress. Unlike the other books on LeMay, this one is foot-
noted, although it lacks a bibliography. Kozak's effort reads well despite its length and some gross cases of overwriting. The book is marred by the author's unfamiliarity with aviation. He makes some glaring gaffes that will amuse or annoy aviation readers. While these may somewhat erode Kozak's credibility, none is significant.

However, there are more serious problems. The potential reader should be warned that Kozak takes a line that is at times, at the very least, disputable. For example, his statement that LeMay studied the reports of the Dresden raid prior to his fire bombing decision is not footnoted. My own primary source research on the bombing of Japan and, specifically, the origins of the firebombing decision, found no such indication. That the British could have concluded a study on the raid and gotten it to LeMay in less than three weeks is highly unlikely. Likewise his treatment of strategic bombing in Korea and Vietnam leaves much to be desired. Kozak also shortchanges the hardware, which is part of the essence of the air force and central to its history. Amazingly, strategic missiles are not mentioned. And most disappointingly, after almost 400 pages of text the author gives the reader no conclusion or summary. Certainly this biography required more, and LeMay deserved better.

What then is the contribution of this long and detailed book and what does it add to what we already know? Kozak's treatment of World War II adds next to nothing to what already exists, however he does a better job covering the next twenty years of LeMay's career. The major "value-added" results from Kozak's correspondence with LeMay's daughter and others, various interviews, and LeMay's letters to his wife that reveal the man's previously unexplored personal aspect. This personal side, along with the citations, are the only advantages this effort has over the previous LeMay books. Therefore, unless the reader is seeking to know more about LeMay the man, the reader would be as well served by reading the earlier accounts of LeMay.

Kenneth P. Werrell, Christiansburg, Virginia


This book gets it. To the point, knowledgable, and well written, it is an excellent primer for anyone looking for a place to start learning more about this topic. It provides sources and provokes thought in ways I wish I saw more often in other books devoted to leadership. It is part of the academy's Strategic Leadership Writing Project series that looks at leadership, what constitutes it, and how to develop it.

While I could find nothing on the author himself, that shouldn't deter anyone from taking the time to read this excellent little book. McKay did his homework and his sources include a wide range of books and articles on the subject of leadership. There is an academic focus, but the lack of jargon for jargon's sake coupled with an engaging writing style makes this an enjoyable and worthwhile read.

This book is written for a Canadian audience interested strategic leadership development. The project was created to generate thought and discussion within the Canadian military about how to approach training future strategic leaders. McKay acknowledges that Canada is often overshadowed by its larger and more powerful southern neighbor but argues key differences in the relationship between the government and the military require Canada to define its own course rather than plagiarizing from the Americans.

Scylla and Charybdis of the title are monsters of Greek mythology. Scylla, a multi-headed monster known for plucking its victims from their ships as they passed, is the five U.S. military services (including the Coast Guard) and their theories overwhelming the smaller and less robust Canadian forces efforts. The business community is Charybdis, a chaotic whirlpool of thought opposite Scylla sucking in all who stray too far seeking to avoid Scylla's grasp. McKay sees the possibility for Canadian thinkers to succumb to prevalent theories and fads from both but still feels these two monsters can contribute to Canada's search—if carefully navigated between.

All of this might leave one wondering what there is to gain from reading a book about developing Canadian strategic leaders. A lot. The book is decidedly Eurocentric, but that is one of its few flaws. It is full of visuals illustrating concepts (making this an excellent teaching tool), and the author is very careful to define terms (something he feels is woefully lacking in business-community discussions of this area). He is very candid about not having all the answers; this book is an effort to generate the right questions. He discusses various strategic leader development theories quickly but thoroughly, and this, by itself, is worth the read. McKay's sources provide an excellent bibliography for someone looking to read further on the subject. One drawback is there is no bibliography as such. The sources are all listed in the notes so you have to dig through to create your reading list.

As a military officer and ROTC instructor, I am always interested in new viewpoints on the training and development of leaders. This book deals with leadership development beyond the level of ROTC cadets, but there is still a wealth of information for anyone interested in the subject. I highly recommend it.

Lt. Col. Golda Eldridge, Commander, AFROTC Det. 845, Texas Christian University


Barbara Moran's new book on the Palomares Incident—the release of four unarmed thermonuclear bombs in a midair collision between a B–52 and a KC–135 over Spain in 1967—is about more than that. It is a concise and readable history of the Cold War, the events that led up to the accident, and the reaction to, and handling of, the incident.

Three of the four bombs came down on land near the small fishing village of Palomares in southeastern Spain, with varying degrees of damage and resulting contamination. This made up one half of the book—the accident investigation, salvage of wreckage, management of the radiation problem, physical clean up, and local and international public relations aspects. The fourth bomb dropped into the Mediterranean Sea, off the coast. The search for, and eventual recovery of, that weapon is the other, and for many readers, probably most intriguing half. The entire operation is a study of the difficulties of recovery from a major accident—assembling resources, bringing together manpower and expertise, and managing priorities and logistics. In this case, the already difficult job was made more so by international antinuclear efforts, the propaganda opportunity for the Soviet Union, and pending Spanish-American negotiations for basing rights.

Intertwined with the main narrative is a great deal of background. Included as sub-plots are the origins of the Air Force and its roots in strategic bomber doctrine, the birth and development of the Strategic Air Command, the mechanics of nuclear
and thermonuclear devices, procedures of rendezvous and in-flight refueling, and the capability of underwater recovery operations at that time. All of these background elements are covered with brevity and accuracy and give the lay reader the context to appreciate the complexities faced by participants.

Anyone who has been in or near a command position has to sympathize with Adm. William Guest, the equivalent to an on-scene commander during the recovery. He was a career aviator who had to coordinate the efforts of a pickup team of military and civilian personnel including, but not limited to, nuclear physicists, medics, underwater divers and explosive ordnance disposal experts, lawyers, mathematicians, diplomats, local politicians and citizens, and hundreds of airmen living in rough field conditions. Throughout it all, he got plenty of “help” from the Departments of Defense and State.

Moran’s research is impressive, relying heavily on primary sources and participant interviews. There have been three previous books on the accident: two were published within a year of the event, relying of necessity on press reports and immediate reactions or impressions. The third, published in 1997, was written by a participant. Moran had access to a wide range of now-declassified sources, and the result reflects this in-depth research and independent approach.

Yes, there are a few little glitches that readers with an Air Force background will pick out, but these are nit-picks and few in number. What is refreshing in this day of computers and spell-check proofing is that it’s obvious that a human being actually read the proofs. Gone are those confusing syntax errors, incorrect word substitutions, and punctuation mistakes we’ve come to expect from many publishers today.

Moran is a widely published science journalist and has done many television documentaries. A graduate of Notre Dame and Boston University, she began her research for this book while a Knight Fellow at MIT.

Col. Wayne C. Pittman, Jr., USAF (Ret.), founder and editor, B-52 Stratofortress Association


In 2003, the George Bush School of Government and Public Service at Texas A&M University and the U.S. Air Force History and Museums Program (USAFHMP) jointly sponsored a symposium on air power leadership from the early twentieth century through the then-present. The symposium brought together a variety of personalities including professional historians from the USAFHMP, USAF Chief of Staff General John Jumper, Secretary of the Air Force James Roche, and even a talk by President George H.W. Bush. The symposium offered an opportunity for scholars of air power leadership to discuss some of the factors of military leadership that contribute to success or failure. The USAFHMP published selected portions of the symposium to provide support to those who might want to learn more about impact of leadership.

Some sections of the book offered comments by introducers and speakers and did not directly relate to air power, but served as necessary wordage to convey the spirit of the symposium to the printed word. One section that proved particularly interesting was a keynote address by General Jumper along with an accompanying question and answer session. The section proved interesting from the perspective of very recent history in the sense that the speaker was the chief of staff twice removed (before Generals Moseley and Schwartz) speaking six years ago. In the intervening years, much has changed in the Air Force.

The articles contained in the book range from treatments of Billy Mitchell and Mason Patrick to more recent events like the Mount Pinatubo eruption in the Philippines and the aftermath of the Khobar Towers bombing. One visually appealing section was a showcase of Keith Ferris’ life. In addition to photographs of and by the author, images of some of his Air Force Art Program art appeared in the book.

Overall, besides the aforementioned, this book offers some worthwhile articles on air power leadership, including: Generals “Hap” Arnold, George Kenney, “Tooey” Spaatz, and “Bennie” Schriever; Robert Lovett; the Tuskegee Airmen; and more recent leaders, who fought in Gulf Wars I and II.

David J. Schepp, Seventh Air Force Historian, Osan Air Base, Republic of Korea

◆◆◆◆◆◆


This New Zealand professor, sometime RAF, 1953-1956, has now completed a brace of biographies of the leaders of the RAF in World War II. His Dowding complements his Park, A Biography of Air Chief Marshal Sir Keith Park (Methuen, 1984), both researched studies of the victors of 1940s Battle of Britain. They did their jobs by preventing the defeat of the RAF in the critical summer when Europe fell to Hitler’s blitzkrieg.

But the Air Staff at the Air Ministry were inbred with the fallacious Trenchard doctrine that Britain’s best defense was the bomber. They failed to prepare their service for the realities of modern war, judging what an enemy would do by their own blinkered views. On the contrary, air defense was continuously being developed from that of 1918. Dowding as the Air Member responsible for scientific and technical developments at the Air Ministry from 1930 to 1936, immersed himself in the subject. When he became Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief (AOC-in-C) of the new Fighter Command in 1936, he was able to graft radar onto the existing system.

Dowding was not a popular officer and suffered for his knowledge and arguments; his unsocial, teetotaler character; and his devotion to duty. He was denied promotion when the Air Defence of Great Britain Command was broken up, and the RAF no longer had an executive war fighter. Dowding should, as the senior Air Chief Marshal, have become AOC-in-C of the RAF but was put in command of Fighter Command instead. Then he was kept on six times after being told he was to be retired, even during the critical summer of 1940. Orange makes very clear that there was animosity at the Air Ministry which was overstuffed with not-very-competent officers, whom Dowding offended once again in 1942 as the appointed inquisitor into RAF establishments.

Air Vice Marshal Keith Park, AOC of the critical No. 11 Group, was quickly shunted off to Training Command, while, after their victory, Dowding was sent to the United States. He was denied Marshal of the RAF status for pettifogging bureaucratic reasons. True, he was not the Chief of the Air Staff, but his successor at Fighter Command, Sholto Douglas, and Sir Arthur Harris of Bomber Command, were both so honored. At least Churchill gave him a barony in 1943. As Orange notes, Dowding’s treatment by his service was shabby, to say the least.
This is an excellent biography based upon the archives and published materials as well as the author's extensive knowledge from his other works. Dowding is not about the Battle of Britain, but about the man who, like Admiral Nelson, saved England.

Dr. Robin Higham, Professor Emeritus, Kansas State University


Every so often, a book comes along that is destined to be the sourcebook in its field. Terry Finnegan has written such a volume. When I flipped open the cover for the first time, I immediately knew this book was something special—far and above the quality of most military histories. So, what makes the book worth all this praise?

First, the author is a retired USAFR colonel who spent his career in the intelligence business. He brings to the subject an eye for what is important to understand about the development and use of the newly invented airplane in providing useful information to ground commanders.

Second, Finnegan’s layout of the material is superb. One cannot tell the story of the development of aerial reconnaissance without providing a history of what was going on in the war that the reconnaissance had to support. The first part of the book is a chronological history of World War I in Europe overlaid with the work being done in the air and on the ground to make aerial reconnaissance relevant. Once the overview is understood, Part Two addresses the architecture of how the British, French, and Americans set up their interpretation and exploitation operations. Part Three looks at the challenges faced by the allies in selecting and building cameras, aerial platforms, communications, and the like, and also in overcoming what the enemy was learning about camouflage and deception. The final part addresses the enduring professional legacy. Through it all, Finnegan well understands that it was people who made all of this happen. He expertly weaves in the stories of Ed Steichen in the U.S.; Moore-Brabazon, Campbell, and Laws in Great Britain; Capitaine Bellenger in France; and many others whose insights and tenacity forged a tool of inestimable value to the Allied commanders.

Third, I believe one cannot tell war stories without maps. Unfortunately, many books published these days try to do just that. This book is laden with maps. Some are copies of maps made as a result of aerial reconnaissance—particularly in the first part of the book where he lays out the war’s history; Finnegan has used many plates from the West Point Atlas. When one reads about some particular military operation, there is a map close by to aid in following the narrative.

Fourth is the research. This is not a stale summary of works printed before. It is largely the result of a great deal of research into primary sources—eight pages of them! That is supported by five pages of contemporary sources such as diaries and autobiographies, and over three pages of secondary sources. Much of the material presented in this book is new. The two original appendices list all of the cameras used by the Allies and all of the platforms arranged by year, country, and the type of camera(s) employed.

Finally, one cannot say enough about the role of the NDIC Press. They must have some “old school” person on the staff who hasn’t gotten the word that footnotes have to be inconveniently aggregated at the back of a book to ease the publisher’s work and reduce costs. Rather, the hundreds of footnotes in this book appear at the bottom of the page or column of text to which they apply! NDIC printed this—the first of their publications—on glossy paper. All 306 of the clearly labeled figures (photos, maps, tables, etc.) are of the highest quality.

This is a “must-have” book for anyone interested in the First World War or in the early development of one of the key facets of modern warfare. It is worth every penny of the cost.

Col. Scott A. Willey, USAF (Ret.), Book Review Editor


U.S. Navy Light Attack Squadron Four (VAL-4)—the Black Ponies—had a short, but an action-filled life, between 1969 and 1972. During that period, its mission was to provide air support for the river-patrol forces in the Mekong Delta of South Vietnam. These included Navy SEALs as well as South Vietnamese armed forces. A brown-water navy had to be created for Vietnam operations, and VAL-4 was a key part of it.

The squadron was equipped with the North American OV–10 Bronco, a turbo-prop aircraft that had a twin-boom arrangement similar to the famed Lockheed P–38 Lightning of World War II. It was slow enough to find jungle-hidden targets, and it had good loiter time. In short, it was a good anti-guerrilla weapon.

This is not a history in the regular navy style. It is a running account of a series of actions rather than a total story. It starts with a dramatic Black Pony flight that captures the reader’s attention at the outset. The book continues with a series of actions and incidents that maintain the reader’s interest. However, while these “adventure stories” make the book worth reading, they don’t contribute much to an understanding of the doctrine for close air support under the conditions of the time.

For anyone who has experienced the activation of a new organization (as I did on two occasions), the birth of VAL-4 is a fascinating story. I’m sure it was a tremendous experience for the “plankowners” of the Black Ponies who went through those times.

Lavell included only one map, but it is adequate for the series of small actions he describes, given the limited operational area. The pictures are a mixture of stale group shots and some better ones that show a bit of the squadron’s activities. The main drawback of the book, however, is the absence of a glossary. There is far too much jargon and nomenclature that is not universally known. Some of it is covered in the text, but that is not always convenient to a reader.

Although the vehicles, weapons, combat conditions, and technologies will change, the vital mission of close air support will always be there, and this book contains “lessons” for anyone interested in that facet of modern warfare.

Brig. Gen. Curtiss H. O’Sullivan, ANG (Ret), Salida California

Kenneth P. Werrell is the author of the well-received *Blankets of Fire: U.S. Bombing Over Japan during World War II*. He has also written *Death from the Heavens: A History of Strategic Bombing*, a technological treatise on how strategic weapons were employed. He does not deal much with strategical or political issues. Werrell attempts to answer the question, as he puts it: “Has strategic bombardment fulfilled its promise?” This loaded question has had historians fulminating for decades.

Werrell notes that in the late 1930s the Air Corps Tactical School emphasized precision bombing. While this is true, instructors simultaneously pointed out the potential importance of “morale bombing.” Maj. Muir Fairchild, a future four-star general and Air Force Vice Chief of Staff, emphasized population bombing in his lectures at the Tactical School. Tactical School doctrine always pre-supposed that if precision bombing failed to produce the anticipated results, it might well be necessary to attack civilian morale.

In Werrell’s view, the idea that strategic “bombing would break civilian morale and force a nation to capitulate was shattered despite the horrendous hardships and heavy losses inflicted on civilians. Although the fliers made great efforts and considerable cost, with a few notable exceptions (Hamburg, Dresden, Tokyo, Hiroshima, and Nagasaki), they could not inflict quick, extensive punishment, instead they meted out various degrees of death, pain, damage, and suffering that was diluted by time and geography, which lessened its impact. And while authors continue to argue whether the bombing increased or decreased the morale of the populations, this is irrelevant for under authoritarian regimes people complied and worked to survive and thus the economies and societies in Germany and Japan continued to function.”

Of course, as far as “a quick, extensive punishment” was concerned, the dropping of atomic bombs by B–29s on Hiroshima and Nagasaki ended the Pacific war. An invasion of Japan was not necessary. In Japan in the spring and summer of 1945 the B–29s burned out Japan’s major cities, resulting in enormous numbers of workforce evacuees, severely impacting war production. During this period, Japan’s society and economy did not continue “to function.” After the dropping of atomic bombs by B–29s on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, Emperor Hirohito emphasized that the enemy possessed “a cruel new weapon” that could destroy civilization. The Japanese did not know how many atomic bombs the United States had in its possession. The emperor feared that Japan might be on the verge of extinction. In fact, the specter of starvation loomed.

The fact is that World War II was won by the combined arms of the United States and its allies. Air power—strategic, tactical, and support—was an important part of the combined force.

Perhaps the greatest value of Werrell’s book is his chronological survey of the evolution of strategic weapon systems from World War I to the present. “Although technical obstacles have been largely overcome,” according to Werrell, “strategic bombardment remains shackled by political restraints and intelligence inadequacies. In fact these handicaps appear greater today as modern communications make every bomb blast instantly known throughout the world and as governments and populations have become much more sensitive to the use of military force and especially to civilian casualties.”

This is certainly true and has resulted in a revolution in the development of UAVs. There still remains a critical need for the United States to be able to strike precision targets at long range–bomber drones? This is something that was foreseen by General Henry H. “Hap” Arnold when after World War II he wrote that aircraft could well become “obsolete” and that unmanned vehicles might become the backbone of the strategic force.

Herman S. Wolk, retired Senior Air Force historian emeritus


Mr. Althoff has written a comprehensive study of the U.S. Navy airship’s role in World War II. The book covers all aspects of the Navy’s lighter-than-air program. Included are chapters on the Navy’s preparations for war, technical developments in ASW sensors and weapons, and its wartime expansion. Additional chapters cover squadron histories and their operations in the Atlantic, Pacific, and Mediterranean theaters. Althoff’s research is well documented, and he provides extensive footnotes. In addition to the 300 pages of text, the book contains a number of detailed appendices that provide additional information on airship deliveries, a pilot’s checklist, construction costs, and a statistical summary of operations and training exercises. The text is well illustrated by a number of excellent photographs that have been carefully selected.

Unfortunately, readers, such as I, who are interested in the development and application of technology in warfare, will be disappointed in this book. Although thoroughly researched and packed with details, it lacks a profound theme or thesis. Althoff is an airship enthusiast who has produced two previous books about U.S. Navy airships. He claims that “it is easy to dismiss the airship as a military aberration,” but he has failed to convince me otherwise. To my regret, Althoff has missed a great opportunity to make an important contribution to our understanding of the dynamics involved in the selection and employment of an interesting and little-covered weapons system.

As to style, the historical perspective offered by Mr. Althoff can be rather trite for those who are knowledgeable about the naval aspects of World War II. The text can also be tiresome to read, as it is overly packed with extensive quotations—many of which have been lifted from the official documents that Althoff reviewed during his research. This fact, coupled with the arrangement of the subject matter and the large number of subheadings—some of which are discontinuous—leaves the reader feeling as if he is looking at a collection of research notes rather than a well-structured monograph.

This book will obviously appeal to lighter-than-air buffs. It will also make an excellent reference source for the serious historian interested in this subject. However, other readers who want a good, general coverage of the subject may find *Blimps & U-boats* by J Gordon Vaeth (Naval Institute Press, 1992) more to their liking.

Thomas Wildenberg, Burtonsville Md.
Books Received


* Under review.

PROSPECTIVE REVIEWERS

Anyone who believes he or she is qualified to substantively assess one of the following new books is invited to apply for a gratis copy of the book. The prospective reviewer should contact:

Col. Scott A. Willey, USAF (Ret.)
3704 Brices Ford Ct.
Fairfax, VA 22033
Tel. (703) 620-4139
e-mail: scottlin.willey@gmail.com
Thanks to our sponsors, members, and officers, the Foundation enjoyed an eventful 2009. We published a strategic plan for 2009-2011 aimed at improving and growing our organization. We made significant progress of which we can all be proud—but there remain plenty of challenges for us to address.

Foremost among these efforts over the past year was our membership drive. First, we tightened our accounting process to make sure that we could properly serve our existing membership. Second, we set out on an aggressive program seeking to double our ranks over eighteen months. To help us to toward that end we hired a direct mail company and adopted their methods for increasing membership and revenues. We enjoyed more success than we had in recent years. However, we are falling short of our goals and will need to recruit significantly more members if we hope to sustain the Foundation.

The Foundation came within ten percent of maintaining our corporate level of participation. This was difficult given the manner in which the economy adversely affected our industry partners and their ability to support non-profit organizations, such as ours. We will need to redouble our efforts in this vital area to ensure that Foundation benefits of membership appropriately reward continued participation by our constituency.

We established a Foundation web site and matured it nicely through several milestones over the past year. It is clear that we need to continue leveraging this capability for outreach and serving our membership, patrons, and supporters.

In October we held our biennial symposium and annual awards dinner. The first event was a successful showcase of presentations, debates, and discussions by noted historians, authors, and military experts centered on the Balkan Air campaigns of the 1990s. The latter featured an address by our Air Force Chief of Staff, General Norton A. Schwartz. I was honored to join the Chief in presenting the Dr. I. B. Holley Award “for significant research, documentation, and interpretation of Air Force History” to Herman S. Wolk. We also presented the Foundation’s premier award, the Gen. Carl A. “Tooey” Spaatz Award “for significant contributions to the making of Air Force History” to airman and astronaut Lt. Gen. Thomas P. Stafford, USAF (Ret).

As we look toward 2010, our Foundation faces many difficult circumstances. In order to remain viable we must broaden our appeal and re-examine the value proposition to our members and industry partners. Further, we must adjust our business practices to ensure that we carry the torch borne for so long and so well by those who have gone before. In that vein, we ask for your ideas on how to make our Foundation better. Feel free to contact me through our web site [http://www.afhistoricalfoundation.org](http://www.afhistoricalfoundation.org).

Thank you for your support of the Air Force Historical Foundation as we seek to promote and preserve the history of our United States Air Force and its predecessors.

Sincerely,

Dale W. Meyerrose
Major General, USAF (Retired)
President and Chairman of the Board
Zegenhagen Hits a “Grand Slam”

Congratulations on Evelyn Zegenhagen’s important piece on German women pilots in your last issue. [Evelyn Zegenhagen, “German Women Pilots at War, 1939-1945, Air Power History, Winter 2009, Vol. 56, No. 4, pp. 10-27.]

Dr. Arnold D. Harvey, London

Dr. Harvey’s concise statement well summarizes the sentiments expressed by about a dozen readers, who took the time to express their appreciation.

- JN, Editor

Armchair Author?

While I thoroughly enjoyed reading the subject article, written by W. Howard Plunkett “When the Thunderbirds Flew the Thunderchief,” Air Power History, Fall 2009, Vol. 56, No. 3, pp. 14-25, I felt that the author did not personally visit Nellis AFB, nor the Thunderbirds hangar as he would have discovered some more interesting information and unpublished Air Force photos that could have been enclosed in his story. As I have personally collected aerobatic team information for the past forty years and traveled to the home bases of most of the teams around the world, I hoped that Mr. Plunkett could have added some more insight than what has already been published in other articles. For example, at the Thunderbirds hangar, in their own museum open to the public, is a color photo of the Thunderbirds solos in the F–105B flying in the “dead ant” formation. This is where one aircraft is flying inverted with the landing gear extended and the other solo is flying along side, right side up with the gear also extended. The solo pilots performed this maneuver during the practice build up. But due to safety concerns, the team decided not to incorporate into their final show. Furthermore, the Thunderbirds were still flying their F–100C’s through February 1964, in practice sorties while transitioning to the F–105B’s. As such, the impression from the article was that the Thunderbirds relinquished their F–100C’s in January 1964, when they received their first F–105B from the Republic factory. On one such F–100C practice mission flown on February 3, 1964, Captain Clarence Langerud, flying in formation with Major Paul Kauttu and Captain Reder, had to eject from his aircraft (F–100C-10, tail number 55-2717), when his engine flamed out during a maneuver. Successful Thunderbirds ejections are also identified in the Thunderbirds’ egress shop. There are several more individuals who have more insight on the 1964 Thunderbirds team than I do, and while I liked Plunkett’s rehash of open source history, I was disappointed that I didn’t learn anything new, yet felt compelled to add more to this article.

Lt Col Steve Hoernlein, USAF (Retired)

Plunkett’s Rebuttal

I’m glad Lt Col Hoernlein enjoyed my Thunderbird article and I appreciate the additional details that he provided in his letter. However, his detail regarding the “dead ant” maneuver needs to be corrected. Brig Gen Paul Kauttu commented this way:

“The dead ant maneuver was not deleted because of safety concerns. It was as safe as any of the other maneuvers we performed. When flying our first official show at Langley before Sweeney (and Creech, his aide at the time) Bill thought ‘it looked graceless’ and it was unfortunately dropped—simple as that.”

While I would not expect someone who has spent forty years studying aerobatic teams to learn much more about the Thunderbirds from what I wrote, I would also hope that he will publish his research so that others could benefit from his work.

W. Howard Plunkett

Polmar v. Dorr, Redux


Mr. Dorr may wish to cite his sources for fighter aircraft production as they differ from most accepted and definitive sources. For example, the official United States Naval Aviation 1910–1995 lists Corsair production at 12,570, while the definitive United States Navy Aircraft since 1911 by Messrs. Swanborough and Bowers—which provides a model breakdown—lists 12,630 aircraft. Other sources support these numbers as well as higher production quantities. None match Mr. Dorr’s numbers.

With respect to Mustang and Thunderbolt production, the definitive volume, The Army Air Forces in World War II, volume VI by Messrs. Craven and Cate lists Mustang production at 14,490, and Thunderbolt numbers at 15,579. Again, these and numbers from other authoritative sources differ from those used by Mr. Dorr.

My own aircraft numbers were derived from the files of the National Air and Space Museum, when I held the Ramsey chair of naval aviation history.

Unfortunately my comment, “by the end of the war in Europe all but one AAF fighter group was flying the P–51,” was in error; it should have read, “all but one AAF fighter group in the Eighth Air Force.”

Norman Polmar

The Cold War Museum to Locate at Vint Hill

Vint Hill, Virginia - December 11, 2009

Francis Gary Powers, Jr., the founder of The Cold War Museum, announced today that the museum had found a physical home. The Cold War Museum will lease a modest sized, two story building and secure storage facility at Vint Hill, located in Fauquier County, Virginia, less than 30 miles from Washington Dulles International Airport. The lease was signed on December 1, with the Vint Hill Economic Development Authority, the owner of the 695-acre former U.S. Army communications base. The former Vint Hill Farms Station was used during the Cold War, by the National Security Agency, the Central Intelligence Agency, and the U.S. Army to safeguard the United States against a surprise nuclear attack.

Powers is the son of Francis Gary Powers, a CIA pilot whose U–2 spy plane was shot down over the Soviet Union in May 1960. The senior Powers was held in Soviet custody until 1962, when he was traded for Rudolph Abel, a Soviet KGB agent who had been captured by the United States.

According to Francis Gary Powers, Jr., “We are excited about our new home and look forward to opening the museum to the public in 2010. We have been seeking a location for the museum for several years in which to display our unique collections of international Cold War related artifacts.” The Cold War Museum will fill a substantial void in the interpretation of post-World War II history. The Museum’s goal of educating current and future generations about this critical period in international relations will provide a tangible setting to explore this topic within historical contexts.
Powers said, “We are currently looking for volunteer/s and other interested parties to assist with the work that needs to be done.

In addition to offering the Museum nine months of free storage space for its collection of unique and rare Cold War artifacts, the Vint Hill EDA will contribute $50,000 for building renovations. The Fauquier County Industrial Development Authority (FCIDA) agreed to match the $50,000 provided by the Vint Hill EDA. “This $100,000 contribution will not only enable the Museum to house, care for, and archive its collection, but more importantly will be used to renovate a 2,000 sq ft building for museum use,” Powers said. Upon completion in 2010, the Cold War Museum will use this modest sized space to exhibit key items from its collection, open a reference research library, operate a gift store, and run day to day museum operations. Ultimately, the Museum plans to construct a larger facility to house its artifacts, reference library, education center and operations.

For more information or to subscribe to the quarterly newsletter, contact:

Francis Gary Powers, Jr. – Founder
The Cold War Museum
P.O. Box 178 - Fairfax, VA 22038
P-(703) 273-2381 / F-(703) 273-4903
www.coldwar.org / gpowersjr@coldwar.org

In Memoriam Maj. Gen. John J. Pesch
1921- 2010

Maj Gen John J. Pesch, the Director of the Air National Guard from 1974 to 1977, died on January 10, 2010. He was eighty-eight. Born in Maspeth, New York, he joined the Army Air Forces in 1942. A B–17 pilot, he flew deep penetration missions over Europe, including the first shuttle mission from England to Pultava, USSR. By war’s end, he had logged thirty-one combat missions and was awarded the Distinguished Service Medal, Legion of Merit, two Distinguished Flying Crosses, the Meritorious Service Medal, and five Air Medals. In 1946, he joined the Maine Air National Guard and was recalled to active duty in 1950. He split time at the Pentagon in USAF operations and at Hq., Air Defense Command in Colorado Springs. His wife of forty-seven years, Gloria, died in 1992, and his son John Jr., an F–105 pilot, died in an aircraft accident. General Pesch is survived by four children, three sisters, a brother, seven grandchildren, and three great-grandchildren.

USAF v. CAF

Dayton, Ohio – December 30, 2009. In a published opinion, the U.S. Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals ruled that an historic plane must be returned to the National Museum of the U.S. Air Force from a private organization because the latter violated the terms of the loan agreement it had signed with the USAF. Carter M. Stewart, U.S. Attorney for the Southern District of Ohio announced the opinion today. Assistant U.S. attorney Patrick Quinn represented the Air Force.

In 1966, the Air Force had loaned an F–82 to the Commemorative Air Force, with the understanding that the CAF would display the aircraft as part of its collection. The agreement further specified that the CAF had to return the plane to the USAF if the CAF no longer wanted it.

The CAF had restored the plane to flying condition and flew it numerous air shows until 1987, when it crash landed. The CAF entered into an agreement with a private organization, NPA Holdings, to exchange the F–82 for two other aircraft. CAF and NPA swapped planes in 2002.

When the USAF learned of the deal, it requested the return of the F–82. NPA refused and the USAF filed suit in U.S. District Court here in April 2006. On July 1, 2008, U.S. District Court Judge Thomas M. Rose granted a ruling for summary judgment to the Air Force. The Sixth Circuit Court’s opinion affirms the order.

For more information, contact: Fred Alverson, (614) 469-5715

Errata

In the winter issue of Air Power History, Vol. 56, No. 4, pp. 57 and 58, three photos should have been credited to INFOWEST CAT911@comcast.net. (Federal endorsement is not implied.)

For more information on the Doolittle Tokyo Raiders Reunion, please contact the National Museum of the U.S. Air Force at (937) 904-9881.

For more information on the National Museum of the U.S. Air Force, please contact: Robin Bardua at Public Affairs Division at (937) 255-1386.

The 435th OMS will hold a reunion May 13-16, 2010, in Fairborn, OH. Contact: Ernesto Goenaga 3060 King James Drive Beavercreek OH 45432 (937) 429-5232

The 455 SMW/91 SMW Minot Minute-man I Reunion will take place May 19-23, 2010, in Dayton, OH. Contact: Dave Schuur djschuur@verizon.net

The 6th Bomb Group will hold a reunion June 23-26, 2010, in Dayton, OH. Contact: Jane Reagan 646 McCauley St Williamston MI 48895 (517) 655-2739 janeellenreagan@gmail.com

The 551st AEW Wing will hold a reunion August 12-15, 2010, in Fairborn.

Reunions

Doolittle Tokyo Raiders Reunion Planned

Dayton, Ohio – The Doolittle Tokyo Raiders are in the final stages of planning their 68th reunion at the National Museum of the U.S. Air Force, April 16-18. The reunion will include a free public autograph session, educational event and memorial service at the museum. In addition, a free public concert honoring the Raiders will take place at Wright State University’s Nutter Center. Of the nine living Doolittle Tokyo Raiders, five are currently able to travel and plan to be on hand for the reunion events.

According to museum director, Maj. Gen. (Ret.) Charles D. Metcalf, “The Doolittle Tokyo Raiders are living legends and their story is a fascinating part of American history.” As a possible special tribute to the Raiders during the reunion, the Doolittle Tokyo Raiders Association, Inc. hopes to secure enough sponsorship funding to fly in and land 25 B–25 Mitchell Bombers on the runway behind the museum. If their efforts are successful, this aviation event would be the largest gathering of B–25s since World War II. Those interested in helping to make this flight of B–25 bombers possible should contact Tom Casey with the Doolittle Tokyo Raiders Association, Inc. at (941) 921-7361 or by email at: tomcat911@comcast.net.

For more information on the Doolittle Tokyo Raiders Reunion, please contact the National Museum of the U.S. Air Force at (937) 904-9881.

For more information on the National Museum of the U.S. Air Force, please contact: Robin Bardua at Public Affairs Division at (937) 255-1386.
The TUSKEGEE EXPERIMENT will take place in the bloody skies over war torn Europe. The TEST: An exhibition tells the incredible story of the "Tuskegee Experiment" and the first African-American aviators in the U.S. military. Through the use of colorful and exciting new graphics, models, vintage photographs and an easily understood narrative, this history is wonderfully presented. See it for yourself on our website: http://www.afhistoricalfoundation.org.
General Lew Allen Jr.  
1925-2009

Gen. Lew Allen Jr., USAF (Ret.), the former Air Force Chief of Staff and head of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, died on January 4, 2010. He was eighty-four.

Born on September 30, 1925, in Miami, Florida, he grew up in Gainesville, Texas, and went on to attend the U.S. Military Academy at West Point, New York. Allen graduated in 1946, with a BS degree and a commission as a second lieutenant. During summers at West Point, he took primary flying training at Chickasha, Oklahoma, where he flew the PT–17 and the Stearman, and completed advanced training at Stewart Field, in Newburgh, New York. He was awarded pilot's wings at graduation from West Point.

After completing multiengine flight training in November 1946, Allen was assigned to Strategic Air Command’s (SAC’s) 7th Bombardment Group at Carswell AFB, Texas, where he flew B–29s and B–36s and served in various positions related to nuclear weaponry. He was among the first class of qualified nuclear weaponeers in the Air Force. Allen attended the Air Tactical Course at Tyndall AFB, Florida, and returned to Carswell as an instructor and assistant special weapons officer for the 7th Bombardment Wing. In his four years at SAC, he witnessed its astounding dramatic change from a very poor and unprofessional entity to a very disciplined and professional organization under the leadership of Gen. Curtis E. LeMay.

In September 1950, Allen entered the University of Illinois for graduate training in nuclear physics and earned an MS in 1954, upon completing a thesis on high-energy photonuclear reactions. Captain Allen was then assigned to the Atomic Energy Commission’s Scientific Laboratory at Los Alamos, New Mexico, as a physicist in the test division. At this assignment he conducted experiments in several of the nuclear test series at Bikini and Nevada. At Los Alamos, he gained a reputation for competence and was involved in testing the vulnerability of nuclear weapons to other nuclear weapons.

From June 1957 to December 1961, Major Allen was stationed at Kirtland AFB, New Mexico, as a science adviser to the physics division of the Air Force Special Weapons Center. His work involved the military effects of high-altitude nuclear explosions.

At Los Alamos and Kirtland, he worked alongside the most prominent people in the nuclear weapons community, including Dr. Harold Brown, the director of the Livermore Laboratory. In 1961, when Brown was named the Director of Defense Research and Engineering, he tapped Allen to join his space technology office.

In 1965, Allen was assigned to the Air Force Los Angeles division, as deputy director for advance plans, moving to the Pentagon in June 1968 as deputy director of space systems and becoming the director the following year. Allen returned to Los Angeles in September 1970 as assistant to the director of special projects and in April 1971 became director of special projects, with additional duty as deputy commander for satellite programs, Space and Missile Systems Organization. He witnessed the demise of the Dyna-Soar program and became involved with the Manned Orbital Laboratory program. He also participated in the Blue Gemini program, devising experiments for a version of the space vehicle.

When he was at the Office of Management and Budget, Dr. James Schlesinger, had reviewed Allen's space programs. In March 1973, Schlesinger invited Allen to join him as a deputy at the CIA. When Schlesinger became Secretary of Defense, in August, he named Allen to head the National Security Agency.

In August 1977 Allen was named commander of Air Force Systems Command, a comfortable fit, given his background in research and development. At Systems Command, Allen focused on acquisitions stemming from the upgrade of the tactical forces following the Vietnam War, including the C–5, A–10, and F–16.

Allen left Systems Command in April 1978 to become the Air Force Vice Chief of Staff and then Chief of Staff, three months later. His appointment as Chief was entirely unexpected because he had followed an unusual career path: he never had an overseas or a combat assignment, and most of his jobs were in highly specialized activities rather than in the basic line of the air force. Characteristically, Allen looked forward to the challenge.

Among the dominant issues with which he dealt during his first two years as Chief were the attitudes, morale, and discipline of Air Force personnel. It was the era of the “Hollow Force,” when gross underfunding across the range of USAF activities—from operations and maintenance to morale, welfare, and recreation—adversely affected the entire Service. For exam-
ple, budgetary retrenchment had limited flying hours, causing disgruntlement among pilots. Pilots charged they were not receiving the necessary training and experience to warrant the Air Force’s definition of them as “fully proficient defenders.” Working with his commanders, Allen succeeded in securing funds to increase flying hours, especially for the Tactical air Command, and to turn around the pilot retention issue. General Allen got along well with all three of the Air Force Secretaries with whom he worked—John C. Stetson, Hans M. Mark, and Verne Orr. As chief, Allen worked closely with the Army on doctrinal issues, attempting to improve the rationalization of the approaches of the two services into a common doctrine."

Throughout his tenure Allen advocated improvements to national combat capability, including survivability of strategic forces, enhanced combat readiness and sustainability of all-purpose forces, and expanded airlift capacity. Essential to these goals was having adequate numbers of experienced, motivated people to staff and maintain those weapon systems. While stressing the rebuilding of the nuclear deterrent forces, Allen pursued the improvement of general-purpose forces to counter the steadily expanding Soviet conventional capabilities.

Like the other services in the early 1980s, the Air Force “rode the crest of President Ronald Reagan’s wave” of support for defense spending. By the end of his tour as chief, General Allen could point to some significant progress in correcting long-standing deficiencies in the forces and in improving defense capabilities. “We must stay the course” even though it would not be easy, he said. “We can and must afford the cost. We cannot afford the weakness and loss of credibility that a failure to stand up to the Soviet challenge in the dangerous decade” would entail.

After retiring from the Air Force in June 1982, Allen became director of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory at the California Institute of Technology in Pasadena, California, and remained there until 1990. His proudest achievement at the JPL, according to the current JPL Director Charles Elachi, was stimulating the development of new imaging technologies that were used in virtually all satellites and planetary probes.

From 1989 to 1995, Allen served on the President’s Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board and the Intelligence Oversight Board. In 1990, he led a NASA investigation into the defective mirror on the Hubble Space Telescope. The investigation concluded that a faulty test instrument was responsible for the problem.

General Allen is survived by his wife of sixty years, the former Barbara Frink Hatch; two sons, Lew III of Anchorage and James of London; three daughters, Barbara Miller of Annandale, Virginia. Marjorie Dauster of North Haven, Connecticut, and Christie Jameson of the Woodlands, Texas; thirteen grandchildren; and eleven great grandchildren.

George M. Watson, Jr., Senior Historian, Air Force Historical Studies Office

Guidelines for Contributors

We seek quality articles—based on sound scholarship, perceptive analysis, and/or firsthand experience—which are well-written and attractively illustrated. The primary criterion is that the manuscript contributes to knowledge. Articles submitted to Air Power History must be original contributions and not be under consideration by any other publication at the same time. If a manuscript is under consideration by another publication, the author should clearly indicate this at the time of submission. Each submission must include an abstract—a statement of the article’s theme, its historical context, major subsidiary issues, and research sources. Abstracts should not be longer than one page.

Manuscripts should be submitted in triplicate, double-spaced throughout, and prepared according to the Chicago Manual of Style (University of Chicago Press). Use civilian dates and endnotes. Because submissions are evaluated anonymously, the author’s name should appear only on the title page. Authors should provide on a separate page brief biographical details, to include institutional or professional affiliation and recent publications, for inclusion in the printed article. Pages, including those containing illustrations, diagrams or tables, should be numbered consecutively. Any figures and tables must be clearly produced ready for photographic reproduction. The source should be given below the table. Endnotes should be numbered consecutively through the article with a raised numeral corresponding to the list of notes placed at the end.

If an article is typed on a computer, the disk should be in IBM-PC compatible format and should accompany the manuscript. Preferred disk size is a 3 1/2-inch floppy, but any disk size can be utilized. Disks should be labelled with the name of the author, title of the article, and the software used. Most Word processors can be accommodated including WordPerfect and Microsoft Word. As a last resort, an ASCII text file can be used.

There is no standard length for articles, but 4,500-5,500 words is a general guide. Manuscripts and editorial correspondence should be sent to Jacob Neufeld, Editor, c/o Air Power History, 11908 Gainsborough Rd., Potomac, MD 20854, e-mail: jneufeld@comcast.net.
Our Winter 2009 mystery aircraft was the North American B–45 Tornado. Everyone who identified the aircraft with the generic term B–45 was credited with the correct answer.

Our photo in the last issue depicted a JB–45A (47-049) used as a jet engine testbed for Westinghouse, with a retractable engine under its fuselage. A different aircraft, a JB–45C (48-008) tested engines for General Electric.

The B–45, which was the first operational American jet bomber and made its maiden flight in 1947. A B–45A squadron was formed at Barksdale Air Force Base, La., the following year. A proposed B–45B version was never built and only a handful of B–45C models served as bombers, including the aircraft depicted in our follow-up photo by David W. Menard.

In atmospheric nuclear tests in the Pacific in 1951 and 1952, the B–45 dropped real atomic bombs twice. The B–45 made the first-ever European deployment of tactical nuclear weapons 1954.

But an early decision was taken to shift the plane’s job to reconnaissance. Most Tornados were RB–45C models. They were powered by four General Electric J47-GE-13/15 turbojet engines, reached a maximum speed of 570 m.p.h., and were armed with two .50-cal. M-7 machineguns in a tail turret.

In September 1950, three RB–45Cs reached Yokota Air Base, Japan in a detachment of the 91st Strategic Reconnaissance Wing. On December 4, 1950, an RB–45C became the first aircraft of any kind to be shot down by a MiG–15. Details, and the fate of the four Americans aboard have never been resolved.

All 28 readers who submitted entries in our “name the plane” contest had the right answer. Our “History Mystery” winner, chosen at random, is Dave Sterling of McLean, Va. He’ll receive as his prize a copy of the book Hell Hawks, a history of a P–47 Thunderbolt fighter group in combat in World War II.

Can you identify this issue’s “mystery” aircraft? Remember the “History Mystery” rules:

1. Submit your entry on a postcard. Mail the postcard to Robert F. Dorr, 3411 Valewood Drive, Oakton VA 22124. Entries may also be submitted via e-mail to robert.f.dorr@cox.net.

2. Name the aircraft shown here. Include your address and telephone number. Entries not accompanied by both an address and a phone number will be disqualified.

3. A winner will be chosen at random from among correct entries and will receive an aviation book.

And do you have a rare photo of a little-known aircraft? We’ll return any photos sent by readers for use on this page.
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